• Did Roving
Camera Catch You At Park On 4th?-1
swami%

0

HOLIDAY CROWD — Fuller
Park failed to reach its all
Lime peak of 12,011W as record-

ed July 4 a year ago, but
according to Albert Harris,
park director, more than 8,000

persons were on hand to en.
joy the picnic, swimming
and other sports facilities start-

Ing early as I a. m. The cars
shown above gives some indication. Withers Photo.

•

FULLER PARK — In a celled.
sled spot this group of friends

Included Olander Hoskins, Mr.
and Mrs. James Weathers, Mr.

and

Mrs. Charles

Bonhart,

and friends. Withers Photo.

LINCOLN PARK was the faN orite spot for a host of Memphians on Independence D a y.
The camera found this happy
group of adults and young-

WASHINGTON PAR K — The
Chandler family and friends
found Washington Park just

sters In the midst of a merry
time. Pictured here are Mr.
and Mrs. Bonnie Taylor and
their daughter, Irene (head
turned In bathing suit) who

right for their outing. Left to
Carolyn Jean Robinson, Karen Chandler, 4, Mrs. Howard

was 1954; junior queen of the
Cottonmakers Jubilee. h e r
grandmother, Mrs. Irene Tucker, Mrs. Elmedo Mitcham
and her grandson, Floyd ('un-

Chandler with Candy 5 months,
Mrs. Charlye Mae Roman

ningham. Jr.. Mrs. Joe Ella
Comas, Mrs. 'Vanessa Browi
and son, Jepsie Brown, and
Monica Troy Redmond.

with Cheryl, 5 months, and
Howard Chandler.

•
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DOUGLASS PARK — Mr. and
Mo. Johnson Saulsberry of

1312 Lincoln and their s o n.
Johnson, jr., are typical of the

many familec that took ad.
santage of the glorious out-

doors for a family picnic. With.
era photo.

PADDLE TENNIS was a pont!.
; lar diversion for many pic•

nicker% as these two unidentl.
fled boys try their skill under

the supervision of Miss Fannie
Cole, recreational director at

Lincoln park. (Withers pboto)
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Colorful YWCA Lawn Party Thrills 150 Ladies
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Climaxes
MembershipCampaign

The Hales Back
From Motor Trir

Mr. and Mrs. Elgin F. Hale,
of 2566 Select ave., and Miss Aurelia Redman of 1907 State at.,
have returned to the city following a motor trip to Chicago. Former school chums from Memphis
entertained Miss Rodman in a
delightful manner during her stay.
After a brief stop In Gary, Ind.,
the trio went on to Milwaukee
mid Elm Grove, Wis., for a visit
with Mrs. Hale's relatives. They
all had an enjoyable trip.
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Immortal Gershwin
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starts
Summer
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picnic given by
Urns stretch' -. . the big league glorious Fourth
Mrs. James Burse, of 1336
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Brown ave., left by plane last
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.7 • Aims business of winning their
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filled
.
and
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with
glory
selves
seen
pants ... watermelons, long
New York and Chicago. Upon her
'itanding idle in store, are final- the hearts — and stomachs of return home, she will be joined
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with a
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day
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Dr.
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serious
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Mrs. Fern Walker, retired
lapha Bettes elected the follow- son, William Toney, Dr. White, teacher in the Jackson, Term. evening performance/at open Air
Opera.
Mesdames Jewel John Brinkley and William Ow: City system
•;
leaves for New York
Speight, president; Net Northcross,:ens.. There were others too . . City on July 9 and will spend a LUNCH IN PISA
,
vice president; Ernogene Wilson, but these particularly caught my day at Hotel Stetter before crossEnroute to Florence she will
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London,
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a
'a visit ... and the I. S. Boddens
High Alps, then to Zurich to dehad Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hunter tour of Stratford-on-Avon to see a
Williams of Jackson, Miss ... who ofLos
Shakespearean play, visit Oxford part via S. A. S. for Frankfurt,
Angeles
stop
during
their
Germany.
hid to dash to the airport before
in Memphis while on their extend- university and Cambridge.
the convivial fun got underway ...
A plane will be taken to Copened
and
lengthy
which
tour
takes
Cambridge,
Mrs.
After
leaving
W. T. McDaniels, Harold Bridghagen
to see the highlights of
them
to
many
other eastward and Walker will fly to Paris for five
es, George Clark,Dr. W. H. Young,
this bicycle-riding metropolis, innorthern
sectors
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before
their
re-'
days
Prof. John Brinkley, Dr. Leland
turn to the West coast.
Triomphe, Eiffel Tower, the Bois cluding Eisinore Castle before deAtkins, Dr. Theron Northeross. A.
The
Alex
Dumas
have
their
sis- de Boulongne, Notre Dame Cathe- parting via S. A. S. for New
11. Owens, Rev. H. McDonald NetYork. Doesn't it all sound excitter-in-law,
Mrs.
A.
IV.
Dumas
and
dral, Napoleon's Tomb, the Louvre,
-. NM, Lewis Swingler, L. Alex Wiling? We Jacksonians can hardly
children,
from
Natchez,
University
of
Miss.,
the
as
Museum,
Cluny
son, Dr. Oscar Speight, Lewis Hartheir guests, who are enroute to a !Paris (with a lecture at the Sor-- wait for Mrs. Walker's return to
old Twin, Harold Whalum, Atty.
visit with Dorothy Dumas Vick in bonne by Prof. Georges Daux,) share her experiences with her.
Russell Sugarmon, Rev. J. E. Rob- Won, Dr. Frederick Rivers, Atty. Fulton, Ky., before heading to excursion to Versailles and MalChicago and Detro t
ma son, an an evening at the
A. A. Letting, Ernest Young, Bob.'
Dr. Stanley Ish iand
wife, Sue, Folies-Bergere. There will be a
eat Lewis, jr., and Dr. E. M. Wilwere recent guests of Harriet and , three day . tour of the Chateux
Z.
Maceo Walker ... and no doubt i country visiting the Cathedral of,
this was in the way of pre- Dr. Ish enjoyed
-•
seeing his sister, j Chartres. Upon returning to Par- '
.. .
nning for the 1957 Southern Re. Harriet, and
alleging with his is, she will depart by overnight ,
al conference of the fraternity , friends and
colleagues anent hap- train to Barcolona, Spain to wit• IMO convenes here next Spring. { penings about
town, since leaving ness a bull fight. Depart via train .
- . .and the combined pretty heads here to pursue
specialty training for Nice, Grasse, Monte Carlo.
the Alpha Bettes are sure to in his profession at
the I You can make your own conTuskegee" , Deluxe motor tour along
tame up with ultra swank social Veterans
hospitala Chicago's French and Italian Rivieras, then temporary style garden fountain
- -*vents to m a r k the event. All Hines hospital. We
hear he will to Genoa to hoard overnight from inexpensive materials a n d
work and no play makes anyone return to
Tuskegee for further train
to visit the no special water connections.
to Rome
dull .. . and to add to the ex- study before
returning to MemFrame of the fountain, as excitement of the beautiful event, ; phis to resume his
practice.
hibited at the Dallas Exposition
--- itsoked turkey, ham and tempt- 1 TOWN TALK 18
for Modern Living, is made of onelrg cocktail fare helped to mark
Bridge lovers have welcomed
half inch lead pipe (discarded pipe
Hie launching of the group a tru- the opportunity to
is all right since nt. water runs
join the Memly relaxing, refreshing and delight- phis Contract
Bridge club — forthrough this) gently curved into a
ful event. And . .. fellow scribes merly composed of
our town's best
six-foot "S" shape with the top
Jawel Gentry, Ruby Gadison and men players and
now open to laending in a circle horizontal to 'Appreciated our bids to the ex- dies and friends
interested in imthe ground.
clusive affair!
proving their game. They meet at
From the circle are hung four
CONGRATULATIONS 118
LeMoyne College's Bruce Hall on
concave pans of metal (your tinGenial Dr. Leland Atkins has Monday nights . . . and Dr.
smith can make these) hung one
been elected president of Bluff City Arthur Flowers Is the chairman
beneath the other at oblique anMedical Association — a job he of the committee on play, Albert
gles.
will doubtless do in his own, in- Helms, secretary and V. 0. WestStretch slender copper tubing ,
imitable thorough manner . • . ley, treasurer. They play duplifrom your nearest water faucet to
aside from his staff duties at E. cate bridge . . . and recent parthe base of the pipe stand, curling
H. Crump and Collins Chapel hos- ticipants have been Isablle Bland,
it up and around the pipe and
pitals.
Dr. Vasco and Maxine Smith, Edending in a position over the top
die
Rideout,
Well-liktd, personable and unHenry Franklin.
pan.
assuming A. Maceo Walker was Floyd and Hazel Bass, Dr. Frank
Slowly running water from the
the recipient of the business award .1S bite. Ben Olive, John Olive„ Ann
tubing
jumps from one pan onto
and
.
0scar
for the "young man of the year"
Simpson, Mr. and Mrs.
the other creating a very interestby the National Business League Hollis Price. Charlesteen Miles
ing effect.
MRS. FERN WALKER
... and a look at his accomplish- and Mary cotton.
For the pool-beneath, sink a galDEATH
AND
meats finds ample justification for
SICKNESS 18
vanized circular tub about a foot
NOTE OF SADNESS: Mrs. Ad.
the merit. He's the president of the
National Insurance Association, ma Green Cambrell who was ern- tion of beauty and brains plus. She or two deep and edge the pool
president of Universal Life, vice . wally ill at John Gaston died there has just recently graduated from with bricks or native stone.
famed Wellesley college, winning
If you live in a water-short area,
president of our Tri-State Bank 'last; week,
erdeile Northcross, we hear, is distinction as the recipient of the you can attach a small pump to
of Memphis and is associated
with a recently organized mort- somewhat improved from her re- AB degree in Spanish, the presi- redistribute the water from the
gage loan company. Others re- cent illness. Madame G. S. Young dent of the Spanish club, a Welles- pool through the fountain.
to
Or you can use more of the
ceiving awards by the league was recently hospitalized following ley. scholar and admittance
were incomplete at press time. her recent trip to Nashville.. We Phi Beta Kappa honorary fraterni- slender copper tubing to run the
favorand Sugar Ray Robinson in their sincerely wish these and all oth- ty. Any one of these accomplish- water from the pool to your
ers who are not up to par vvill ments alone spells unusual ability ite flower garden or across the
tepsective fields.
.... and to her we doff our hat .. . lawn, giving it almst constant
soon be in the pink of health.
WHERE THEY WENT
; and our heart.
watering.
WELCOME TO 118
Rev. and Mrs. A. E. Andrews
Nlemphians
are
welcoming
home
are off.. on a three week jaunt — Atty. Russell
Sugarmon and his
to their home-town of Richmond, love.ly
wife, the former Miriam
Va., and Boston„ Mass., visiting ,,
DeCosta of Charlwton, S. C
relatives and friends. He's t h e
who are to reside here. Mrs. Sugminister of 4 year old Parkway
3.1
armon.
jr., is that rare combineGardens Presbyterian Church .
s
and beauteous Lila is secretary
to the president of LeMoyne.
.•
They'll return from their motor
trip a week before Reverend AnWANT TO
drews leaves the city again to
HIMHOOK
teach a class in Christian Citizenship at the Annual Snedecor ReGOOD?
gion Women's training group at
Stillman Presbyterian group at
Tuscaloosa, Ala., August 1-8.
Martha and Harold Galloway
are vacationing in Detroit . . .
Use the best-tasting baitt
and ditto for my brother and sisqive him that delicious
ter-in-law, Charles and Evelyn
Iles and their Kathy. Their "having a wonderful time . . . wish
yam were here" just rubbed in
the wonderful fun "yours truly"'
had to Miss — what with having
planned to join the party for a
gay whirl in the Motor city where
_
lived for several years. But my
iirlde and joy, Lynne. choose the
day of leaving to wake up with a
Look be the sunny-striped
let degree fever . . . so, here I
bad to remain!
package and label.
Ann Carnes Bartholomew is at- ,
the Race Relations WO-

By Marjorie I. Ulen
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featured the awarding of prizes
to members of the committee

on administration and meatbership who contributed t h e

largest amount of new memberships. (Withers Photo)

rs. Fern Walker, Retired
eacher, Off For Europe

•

J
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ALPHA WIVES ORGANIZE—
Wives of local members of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity met
to organic an auxiliary at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis H. Twigg at 1766 S.

Parkway, East, Tuesday, July', Mrs. Oscar Speight, president.
3rd, The group is named The
Mrs. John Brinkley (standing)
Alpha Bettes, and the officers
corresponding secretary; and
are, left to right: Mrs. Leland
Mrs. L. Alex Wilson, secreAtkins, treasurer; Mrs. Thertary.
on Northcross. vice president;

Fashion
Fountain For
Garden Decor
i

THE ALPHA BETFES composed of Alpha wives, were
organized July 3rd at t h e
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Harold Twigg at 1766 South
Parkway East, to effect increased general interest in Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, from
within on the part of the members themselves, and as it re-

fates to the public welfare. Dr.
Theron Northcross had charge
of organizing the Alpha wives
as chairman of a special committee for that purpose. Alpha
Reties present for the initial
meeting were Mesdames Margaret Rivers, Miriam Sugarmon, Josephine Bridges, Ann
Reba Twigg, Vera Clark, Mel-

ba Briscoe, Dorothy McDaniels, Carrie Young, Delores
Boone, Grace Young, Edna
Swingler, Hazel Nelson, Vivian Robinson, Inez Morris, Helen Hayes, Ruth Lewis, Marietta Letting, Julia Atkins,
Juanita Brinkley, Emogene
Wilson, Nell Northcross a n d
Jewel Speight. (Hooks Photo)

Vance Avenue YWCA held its
annual Lawn Party Friday, July
6, marking the close of their annual membership drive
More than 150 ladies of the YW
turned out for the lovely party
which got off to a good start with
songs for fun. Songs and games
were under the direction of Mrs.
Addie G. Owen, executive director and Miss Betty Johnson, the
Teen-Age Program Director. Other staff members officiating at the
affair were Mrs. M. D. Bright,
Office and information secretary
and Mrs. A. L. Rigging, residence
director.
PRIZES AWARDED
A beautiful assortment of silver,
crystal, china and household equip.
ment prizes were awarded to the
members of the committees on administration and membership for
securing the largest number of
memberships.
Mrs. Mary Murphy, chairman of
the committee on membership, extended thanks and appreciation to
the membership committee a n d
the staff who are responsible for
the program's success, and to the
committee on administration f o r
their excellent program of administration. Mrs. Murphy personally
brought in 59 memberships in the
drive, but declared herself ineligible for a prize because she is the
chairman of the membership committee. Guest and staff present
gave a resounding ovation to Mrs.
Murphy for her extraordinary accomplishment.
Mrs. Mary W. Collier and Mrs.
Russell Sugarmon won the first
arid second prizes for bringing in
18 and 15 membershins respectively for the committee on administration. g
PRIZES
Ten prizes were awarded to the
members of the committee on management for the largest number of memberships: Mrs.
Lila Hall and Mrs. Ruth Wit;ey
were both given first prizes for
bringing in 88 and 52 members
ships respectively. Second prize,
Mrs. Hilda Helm, 41 memberships; third prize, Mrs. Geneva
Williams, 36: Mrs. Katie Sexton
and Mrs. Lutisha Brown tied with
a total of 31 memberships for the
next two prizes, and Mrs. Hassell
and Mrs. Leola Gunter tied with
a total of 25 memberships each
for the sixth and seventh prizes.
MTS. Kathryn Fields won t h
eighth prize for 21 memberships;
Mrs. Annette Edwards, nint it
prize for 18 memberships and Mrs.
Zettie Miller won the tenth prize
memberships.
haipwsa.
wienm
g
1171 m
forF0
awarding or prizes, refreshing punch was served
from two crystal punch b o w 1 s,
along with cookies, by Mesdames
Hollis Price and Thomas Watkins.
WASHING SODA
Washing soda rates a space
with baking soda for use in home
emergencies.
Equal parts of cement a n d
washing soda, mixed with three
parts of sand into a dough-like
consistency can be used to close
small leaks in concrete walls. It
will dry — even against running
water — under firm hand pressure. The trick, mix only a small
amount at a time as it sets quickly,
You can convert an old trunk
into a handy toy chest by mounting it on castors and giving it a
gay paint job.

SAVE

5644/1

We Have All The
"HIT RECORDS"
Popular, Rock-and-Roll
RYTHM AND BLUES

UP

2

August
7011ilaile5llefe
Don't miss this annual money-saving event! Hun.
dreds of bargains for thriftyshoppers! Furniture
and appliances for every room in your home at big
savings!

Both Speeds,45 and 78

BOB NEAL'S
Record Shop

Open Each Day 10:00 a.m.To 9:00 p.m.

50 South Main Street
( Next To Warner Theatre
Phone IA. 5-3156

• EASY TERMS
• FREE PARKING

TO

Shop in Air-Conditioned Comfort!
Store hours Monday 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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Memphians' Holiday Picnic---Fascinating Recipe For Glorious 4th
With The CLUBS
The Good Samaritan club takes of Miss Marguerite Foote. Z
, this opportunity to report on its one enjoyed being in Mrs. F
j last four regular meetings w Inch home as well as her very
have all been quite successtul toot!.
ones. The first in this series was The fourth meeting,
a bu
held at the home of Mrs. Luvenia „.ssion. %%;, hostessed
by
Clark. Following the business Hattie Franklin who served a
session, Mrs. Clark served a de- tic lou, salad plate.
licious menu and everyone joined
her in celebrating her husband's Mrs. S. Friends will he the h
e,s at the next meeting. Mrs.
birthday.
It Sawyer.
The next meeting was held at try C. (him,president, Miss
reporter.
the home of Mrs. Mable Raw•
hogs. This was a social meeting.
The hostess made it very pleasant for everyone.
Then the club moved into
CAN YOU USE
a business meeting at the home

By MARJORIE I. ULEN

It well could be that the century
and four-score anniversary of the
signing of our Declaration of Independence was the impetus that
July is here and it was issued and enjoy the fourth of July.
created one of the most outstandIn by a heat wave. The fortunate VANITY FAIR
ing picnics Memphis has ever
people who have air-conditioners MEMBERS FETED
seen. The recipe was one guarare really staying put but could
Friday morning in the love- anteed to succeed. . .and here
rou blame them! The fourth of lyLast
it
home of Miss Johnnie Reid on Is:
July is a big holiday for just about
everybody. Some take it easy Hays ave., members of the Vani- Take a group of our town's
ty Fair Club were feted with a most outstanding men.
while others picnic. Whatever, I
.weld
breakfast at their regular meet- them together in the
hope you had a glorious day. ing.
organization
The president, Mrs. Nan- called The
Memphians. Add inviTRAVEL LOG
cy Lyons, presided over the busi- tations to over 200
I People are still on the go va- ness meeting. Members present their cute "small socialites and
fry" to a 4th of
cationing here and there. Mrs. V. were Mesdames Mildred Parrish, July picnic at
Culpepper's
picnic
F. Walker, retired teacher in the Beulah Wiley, Etta B. Williamson, grounds
on the 0. L. Simpson EsJackson City system, leaves for Willie B. Hadley, Gladys Collins, tate
MORE
at Horn Lake and Holmes
Europe this week for a six week Victoria Pulliam Helen Johnson rd.
Slowly,
stir
in
a
gorgeous,
tour. Places of interest she will Clarice Gibbs and Vera Brooks.
blazing, typical July day with a
see are listed in this week's issue. Special guest was Mrs. Gladys
generous amount of high holiday
Sure would like to he along. How Bronaugh, wife of S. H. Brospirits. Blend, slowly tempting aroabout you?
GROUND FLOOR
naugh, business manager at Lane
Mrs. Carrie B. Hunt has return- College. Mrs. Bronaugh, spend- ma of barbecuing chicken and pork
STERICK BUILDING
.
.
together
with
abundant
soft
ed from an extended vacation in ing the Summer with her husband,
"WHERE FOLKS LIKE II OL)
Gary, Ind., where she observed is a teacher in the city system in drinks. To this add heaping plates
On PREFERENTIAL
of
quartered
barbecued
chickens,
PORTLAND,
Oreg
(INS)
—
the Golden Jubilee celebration of Indianapolis, Ind. I am overlookSERVICE"
plenty
of
barbecued
pork,
delicDefeat
in
the
WEDDING
son
Mrs.
of
KenU.
S.
House
of
RepDAVIS
BOYD
J.
Harris
tar.
Rev.
J.
G. Randolph. ofof
that city. Mrs. Hunt is employed ing another special guest I simply
ious
spaghetti,
wonderful slaw, po- 'Miss Rosia Lee Lloyd, daughnett, Mo., were married at
ficiated.
They are pictured, resentatives of a bill to provide
in the Finance Department of the must not forget. The only man in
federal aid to education isn't the
the Old St. Paul Baptist
with the weddiii.: party. (Farter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Christian Methodist Episcopal ' the group, little Aussie Bernard tato chips, pickles and olives,
and top off the brimming plate
end of that fight.
Boyd of 324 S. fOth at., ind
church on June 10. The pasris Photo)
church.
Brooks. three months old adorable
A-2C Sylvester Davis, grandThat was the pledge made in
Mrs. C. W. Allen. proof read- son of Mrr. Vera Brooks. His pres- with lots of bread. Be sure to inBaked while you sleep
Portland to the National Educaer of the CME publishing house, ence didn't keep Mrs Brooks from dude plenty of efficient help for
serving
everyone
in
just
a
few
uoiluasuoa femme umitspossy
is away visiting in Los Angeles, taking the prize along with Mrs.
by J. L. McCaskill. secretary of
Calif.
Bronough for whist which climax- minutes flat. .including that of
collecting the remains.
the NEA legislative committee,
Guests of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. ed the meeting.
which spearheaded the fight for
Bell on Hays ave., are Mr. and
The Vanity Fair club is honor- SPECIAL FLOURISH
the federal aid bill in Congress.
Mrs. H. L. Conley of Atlanta, Ga.! ed as being the proud winner of Serve only to convivial groups;
The roll call shows who is for
Mr. Conley is a veteran with the' the prize given by the Orchard and for a special flourish. .add
and who is against the school aid
Atlanta Life Insurance co., in At- club at their President's Tea on a juke box with the latest in Rock
bill, McCaskill told the NEA delelanta and is better known as , last Sunday. The tea was held !'n Roll (all free, please!). . .and
gates, "In sort, we know who our
"Pops" Conley. Mrs. Conley is a on last Sunday. The tea was held' have the junior editions of Moms
Emily
West
Johnson,
church
were
lis.
was
Charles
JohnPaul
Baptist
Carrie
Mae
Ringbearer
Old St.
friends are. Well be back at the
well known social worker in the at the home of Mrs, Gladys and Dads show how the 'Nekey
Memphis, Ark., was the scene Jackson, and Sandra Crawford. son.
next session of Congress."
same city. The Bells are making Anderson on Buddie at., at which Hokey" should be done — if necMr. and Mrs. Wash Richardson,
wedding which unit- GROOMS ATTENDANTS
McCaskill told delegates to the
their stay a most pleasant one time all social clubs were invited. essary stage small teaching of a lovely
the
bride,
enterBoyd,
daughGeorge
Johnson
attended
t
h
e
!grandparents
of
Lee
convention in Portland that it was
along with their many friends The Vanity Fair club received the groups. , .then after this play ed Miss Rosia
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boyd ! groom as besti man. Groomsmen'tained at an enjoyable wedding a combination of things which beat
dropping in for entertainment.
prize of a lovely lazy susan for bridge. .canasta. . .pinochle or
were Jet Washington, James La- I reception immediately following the federal school-aid bill.
Mrs. Lucille Sangster is out of having the most members pres- what-have-you; or softball for the of 324 S. 10th st., in marriage
Sylvester Davis, grand-' cy, Henry Mays, Henry Lee the ceremony.
with
A-2e
days
several
"First," he said, "there were
spending
the city
more energetic souls. 'You may son of Mrs. J. Harris of Kennettj Marby, George McKnuckle, Leon
ent.
The groom is stationed in Kan- " the opponents
of a program of
at her home in Cherokee, Ala.1
take moving pictures, snapshots, Mo., recently.
Hinds, A-2c Andrew Fisher, Wil- sas City, Mo. The bride is vaca- federal aid.
Along with her is her little grand- CURRYS ENTERTAIN
read, chat or relax. . .until dusk
tioning
in
Flint,
Mich.,
with
her,
James
Williams,
officiated,
lie
B.
Cohen,
Rev. J. G. Randolph
The home and lovely lawn of begins to fall. When all's said and
"Second there were the conson, William Edward McKissack,
aunt.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Curry on N. done...you'll be assured of a gala, and music for the occasion was Bennie Williams and Robert W
servationist attitudes — those'
played by Willie Cages, with voagainst more spending of governLittle Miss Fontella Mallory is Cumberland at., was setting of the ' golden and gay result.
spending several days in Villa honor of their niece, Miss Doris Seriously though, hearty rounds calists being Miss Velvaria Tabment money.
Ridge, Ill., with her aunt and Covington who is visiting here of applause, thanks and apprecia- ver, and Miss Mary Porter.
The lovely bride was given in
uncle, the Crosses and her little from Detroit, Mich. At present tion are still being heard for the
Must Register By July 13
marriage by her father.
cousin, Mollie Frances. She will Miss Covington is doing post gra- truly wonderful bid.
To Vote August 2
Matron of honor was Mrs.
be joined at a later date by her duate work at her Alma Mater, Dr. E. Frank White, chairman
BridesMcKinney.
Bass
Helen
grandparents, the E. A. Cages and Wayne university.
of entertainment, and his comThose present enjoyed games mittee consisting of William Wea- maids were Miss Bobbie Jean
they will journey to Chicago and
Fisher. Miss Elavone Jenkins,
and dancing with the evening cli- thers, Claiborne Davis and
Detroit.
Joe
Fontella will then go the Cleve- maxing with a delicious barbecue Lee Nelson steered the entire af- Miss Della Mae Green, Miss Jessie Mae Hubbard, Miss Vinella Laland, Ohio to spend the remainder plate and frosted coca-colas. There fair, leaving nothing at all
to be cey, Miss Annie Johnson, Miss
of the summer with her mother, is no need to wonder if the group desired in the creation of
a per- Jean Wilson, Miss Marie Hale,
Mrs. Cyril Porter.
had an extra good tulle for the fect picnic!
Miss L. McGowan. Flower girls
Off to camp at Mason; Tenn., CurrYs are known for their fine GUESTS PRESENT
hospitality.
weeks
are
Divan
Gilfor two
Among the scores of folks presmore, Joanne
Merry, Loretta
WANTED!! NEWSBOYS to sell ent were Mr. and Mrs. George
Like fruit and cheese for des- Drain fruits thoroughly. Soften
Kirkendoll, Vencent Merry and the Tri-State Defender in JackToles, William Toney, Mrs. Charsert?
Then you'll go for this "Froz- gelatin in cold water and disMichael Merry.
son.There are more persons wish- lesteen Miles, Mr. and Mrs. John
en Fruit Cheese Loaf" combining solve over hot water. Whip cream
St. Louis, Mo. finds Mr. and ing to read the paper but not R. Arnold, Mrs. James Wells,
canned cling peach slices and pine- cheese with milk, fold in mayonMrs. Thomas Davis and their enough newsboys to cover the Mrs. T. H. Hayes, jr., Mr. and
apple
with cream cheese. They're naise, whipped cream, seasonings
charming little daughter, Gwen, city. If interested, please contact Mrs. Taylor Hayes, Mr. and Mrs.
mixed
with gelatin, whipped and lemon juice. Stir in dissolved
who are spending several days me at 120 Hale at., or call 7-7995. Alex Dumas and Mrs. A. W. Ducream and mayonnaise for smooth gelatin. Dice peaches and fold into
mas
Natchez, Miss.; Dr. and
, texture, than frozen in a refrigera- gelatin mixture with pineapple
Mrs. Vasco Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
tor. For an interesting way to and cherries. Pour into loaf pan
C. C. Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs. Clai/
2 x 2/
1
2 inches) or reserve, cut in wedges, like pie, in- (81 2 x 41
borne Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Sidgrigerator tray and place in
stead of slices.
ney Oates, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hand stenciling is an old, old
This is a jewel of a recipe that freezer compartment with conMcGraw, Mr. and Mrs. Simon art. The ancient Chinese decorat- 'can be either a salad or a des- trol set at lowest temperature.
Howard, Caffrey Batholomew, Mr. ed the walls of their temple caves, sert. It's perfect for that after- Freeze until firm without stirring.
and
Mrs. Malcolm Weed, Atty4 the Japanese developed the tech- noon bridge foursome. Make the Reset temperature control to norFederation
JOHN
HOWARD
of
Women's
By
State
and Mrs. A. A. Letting, Mr. and nique into a fine art.
whole recipe and have generous mal. Cut into slices and serve on
clubs.
Mrs. Robert Lewis, jr., Dr. and
The marriage of Mrs. A. M. NATIVE OF HOT SPRINGS
And, like any art, it still has servings left for the family. Local salad greens.
Redmond, National Republican
cling peaches are on the marMr. Lovelace is director of AM Mrs. Leland Atkins, Dr. and Mrs. a place in modern homes.
If fresh cling peaches are used
Committeewoman of the State of and N college's nationally known Oscar Speight, Miss Grace Donald- In fact, Alice Iverson, home fur- ket now to give that fresh-eye apin
this recipe pare and boil
Mississippi and Ariel M. Lovelace, choir and is a native of Hot son, Mr. and Mrs. L. Alex Wilson, nishings specialist dt the Univer- peal to this appetizing dish.
gently
until tender in medium
head department of music and Springs, Ark. He is a graduate Miss Eunice Snell and Dan Han- sity of Wisconsin, says women can FROZEN FRUIT CHEESE
LOAF syrup. Drain peaches thoroughly
choir director at Arkansas AM&N of the American Conservatory of cock, Mrs. Jennie Tarpley and decorate place mats, guest towels,
MEMPHIS
college, was announced here this Music and the Sherwood School of Charles Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs. draperies, wall hangings, and even 1 cup canned or fresh cling
then proceed as directed in recipe.
eaco slices
week.
Music in Chicago. He has direct- !Henry Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Joe skirts, blouses and handkerchiefs 2!)
3 cup cubed canned pine11111=1111=11=11=111111111M
• - Active in civic and community ed choral groups thpughout the I Lee Nelson.
with their own stencil designs.
apple
Miss Iverson sari women can Va cup halved
life in Jackson, Miss., Mrs. Red- Midwest and East, and has serv- MORE GUESTS
maraschino
mond serves a number of or- ed on the staffs of Recreational Dr. and Mrs. I. A. Watson, Dr. find designs all around them—the
cherries
ganizations. She is president of Leaders Laboratory, Black Hills, and Mrs. Theron Northcross, Mr. bottom of a potato masher, the
1 teaspoon plain gelatin
the Harmonia Music club of her S. Dak., and the National Coop- and Mrs. William Owen, Mrs. tines of a kitchen fork; leaves and
2 tablespoons cold water
hometown and is a well known pa- erative Recreational School in Ply- Jean Broome Mason, Mrs. Mable pine needls.
2 (3 ounce) packages cream
womitems,
these
With
of
troness of music and sponsor of mouth, Wis.
some
Miss
Margaret
Bush,
Hudson,
cheese
artists' events. She is organist
At present Mr. Lovelace is at- Miss Gertrude Walker, Mr. and en can dip them in textile paint 1-4 cup milk
for one of the choirs at the Farish tending a Music Workshop at Mrs. Wilmer Stockton, Mrs. Wil- and press them on the material
1-3 cup mayonnaise
•
Street Baptist church.
Roosevelt college in Chicago and ma Campbell, Dr. and Mrs. E. to make a design. Or they can 1,4 cup whipping cream
There is a reason why people
and
material
director
placed
on
the
Frank White, Mr. and Mrs. be
One of her main interests is will spend four weeks as
like to do business with us.
around the item 1-4 teaspoon salt
the Bethlehem Center for youth of Commitnity Song Leadership, John Olive, Mr. and Mrs. Bud- paint spattered
1-4 teaspoon dry mustard
is our prompt, friendly service,
outline,
Ohio,
Orford,
an
leave
to
university,
Miami
HanVictoria
dy Tarpley, Mrs.
in Jackson and she is also a mem- at
2 tablespoons lemon juice,
courteous
treatment end desire
should
go
designs
Ohio.
Generally,
the
cock, Miss Mattie Holmes, Mr. and
ber of the Center's board of di- for the Farm Bureau of
Salad Greens
to help you.
light-weight
material.
A
to
AM
return
will
with
the
Lovelace
Mr.
and
Mr.
Phillips,
Mrs.
Utillus
rectors.
college in August.
Open Thursday Nights
Mrs. E. L. Warren, Mr. and Mrs. organdy should be stenciled with j
In addition, the dynamic com- and N
a design that's similarly dainty in '
RideHarris,
Miss
Eddie
Farris
Until 8 P. M.
La
munity leader is an ardent Reout, Mr. and Mrs. Benny Batts, feeling. Bold designs go with
Closed
all day Saturday
publican and was in 1952 appointMr. and Mrs. Frank Kilpatrick, jr., heavy denim and rough textured
ed successor to Mrs, Mary C.
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Braithwaite, fabrics.
Beeze of Mound Bayou as national
committeewoman. At present she Here's some advice on using Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jones, Mr.
ASHEVILLE, N. C. — (ANP) —
and Mrs. John Brinkley, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Ward, Mr.
Is president of the Mississippi varnish:
Mrs. A. B. Bland, Mr. and Mrs, and Mrs. Oscar Simpson, Miss Members of Mid-South (white)
Use a three inch brush on B. J. Olive, Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Rubye Green, Mrs. 0. B. Johnson synod and the Blue Ridge (N•egro)
floors, two and one-half inch brush Bodden.
152 MADISON AVE.
and Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Brown, synod are on the bring of conon woodwork and a two inch brush
solidating into one organization
Mr.and Mrs. Hollis Price, Mr. and many, many others.
Phone IA 5-7611
for furniture.
and Mrs. L. R. Taylor, Mrs. Pow- The Memphians are Dr. Leland Both are members of the PresHome Owned.Home Operated
LOANS — INSURANCE
Don't stir varnish because the ers Thornton, Mr. and Mrs. John Atkins, Robert S. Lewis, jr., Atty. byterian Church, U. S. A.
72 Union A
stirring action will introduce air C. Parker, Mr. and Mrs. John A. W. Willis, Prof. Louis Hobson,
Serving Memphis SO Veers
bubbles that will mark the smooth Whittaker, Dr. and Mrs. A. L Sidney Oates, George Sevens,
finish.
JA. 6-0341
Johnson, Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr. Buddy Tarpley, Utillus Phillips,
Varnish should be flowed on. and Mrs. Reggie Blackmon, Mrs. Henry Jackson, 3. C. McGraw,
Apply it first in the direction of Julian Kelso, Mrs. R. Q. Venson, Taylor Ward, Dr. A. T. Martin,
t he wood grain, then cross-brush Mr. and Mrs. Sam Qualls, Atty. E. L. Warren and LeFarris Harris.
it and, finally, brush it again in and Mrs. A. W. Wills, Dr. and
Officers of the organization inScience Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
the original direction. Brushmarks Mrs. Frederick Rivers, M r s. clude William Weathers, pres
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
will level out by themselves.
Maude Bright, Lawrence Westley, dent; Claiborne Davis, vice presA temperature of 70 degrees Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hobson, Dr. ident; Joe Lee Nelson, secretary;
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
problem!" And among these sufmore is desirable before varnish- and Mrs. B. F. MeCleaves, Mr. Dr. E. Frank White financial sec- For the first time science has ferers were a very wide variety
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
ing in a room. It's a good idea and Mrs. Robert Wynn, James retary and chairman of entertain- found a new healing substance of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
The cut of a suit...the "line" of
to let varnish stand in a warm Conyers, Mrs. Ann Hall and Wil- ment; Robert Wynn, corresponding with the astonishing ability to 10 to 20 years' standing.
306 Poplar at Laudon's.*
All this, without the use of
a lamp... the grain in the wood
room for several hours before us- liam Weathers, Mrs. Ida White, secretary and I. S. Bodden, treas- shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain —without surgery.
narcotics, anesthetics or astrinPhan* JA 5-4341
ing it. Never try varnishing in a Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens, urer.
of your favorite chair: in these
DRINK
In one hemorrhoid case after gents of any kind. The secret is
cold room.
another,"very striking improve- a new healing substance (Biothings, you want quality without
ment" was reported and verified
Dyne )—the discovery ofa worldquestion. You seek the same
by doctors' observations.
famous research institution. AlPain was relieved promptly. ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
assurance in your favorite
And, while gently relieving pain, for healing injured tissue on all
beverage. That's why you .-.
actual reduction or retraction
parts of the body.
(shrinking) took place.
This new healing substance is
and
men like you ... invariabil
Tull line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
And most amazing of all—this offered in suppository orointment
Coca-Cola: the quality
ask
for
improvement was maintained in form called Preparationiff.* Ask
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry. Prescriptions
cases
where
doctors'
observations
for
individually
sealed
convenient
leader
in
the beverage business!
limitdelivered.
FREE
delivery,
no
picked up and
were continued over a period of Preparation H suppositories or
ed amount.
many months!
Preparation H ointment with speMOTTLED UNDEt AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY IT
In
fact,
cial
results
were
so
applicator.
thorPreparation
H
is
Wm. Pippla, druggist
yrs Came, swam
ough that sufferers were able to sold at all drugstores.Satisfaction
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
makesuch astonishine st;,'cments guaranteed or money refunded,
as "Piles have ceased to be a
•fts. r. 21 Pat Ott
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, WHILE LOUIS ARMSTRONG
was sending the cats at London's Empress Hall, Terry McDougall, an old friend from

Scotland came to see him in
his dressing room. As soon as
Satch clapped his eyes on
Mac's Scottish kilt he said.

"Man, I'd look real gone in
that." In next to no time it
was decided to exchange
clothes and see what Louis

looked like as a real gone
Scotsman. In photo at left.
Satchmo "allows" himself to

be persuaded iuto the exchange act. Fie has a little
difficulty catching his breath

7-

Live Radio Jazz Program Swinging the News
Clicks With Ellington Ork
By AL MONROE

(photo 2nd from left) as the
skirt is drawn tightly around
his waist. Satch "threatens"
his buddy with a Scottish dirk

(3rd from left) while asking
"Man, do I really look alright?" Satisfied at right) he
steps back, horn in hand, and

flashes that famous Satchmo
smile. It was his last appearance before sailing for the U.
S.

Billie Holiday's Book
'Frank And In teresting'

ABOUT ELLINGTON who ap- I IVORY JOE HUNTER with half
By BAKER E. MORTON
did.
It tells of her strife-torn exispears at Newport Festival this dozen hits of his own and A TRIO
The spokesman for Billie said: tence from her childhood up to
NEW YORK — A live two-hour• all sections of the country and American
That Billie Holiday is fabulous
Jazz Festival at New- week. — GUY WILL SLAY 'cm OF SONGS disced by ofay stars
"Lady Day wanted the world to -present, forming no definie opinjazz and popular music program will reflect the ever-changing rhy- port, R. I. Listeners heard such
including Eddie Fisher is riding is probably a debatable issue!
with, not one, as is usually the
know the pitfalls of passion that ions as to what her future holds.
among
crest.
the
different
IVORY
JOE
that
people.
—
hit-,
IS
spotlighting the biggest names in thm, blues, jazz and popular mu
utstanding jazz personalities as case, but
But
gave her the ability to command
a dozen or more of his tine, the one nighter
stands and! she is unique, frank, and explothe field, the only such live show I sic tastes of the American people. Duke Ellington, Chico Hamilton,
the attenion of audiences of world- "['in not supposed to get a tooth
j TOP NUMBERS that are "stan- taxing records wherever
he ap- sive can be witnessed by all who ly nobility, and then
on radio today, will be heard on
The "Bandstand, USA" program vocalist Anita O'Day, pianist Ted- dards". WHO ELSE
to descend ache, I'm not supposed to get
CAN DO pears. — FOLK IN DETROIT still read her recently published book,
Mutual network Saturday evening. is to be heard over the coast-to- dy Wilson, Friedrich Guide and
to the bottom — playing in cheap, nervous; I can't throw up or get
THAT? Generally bands have one raving about display
of gowns by "Lady Sings the Blues", in which
MBS programming vice presi- coast network each Saturday eve- his jazz sextet, trumpeter Cat An- standard unique to their style but
little taverns and niteries, many sick at my stbmach. All I'm supNew York's model Sara Lou Har- she and William Dotty team up
derson, saxophonist Johnny Hodg'posed to do is go out there and
dent Robert Monroe has announc- ning from 8 to 10 p.m.
the Duke has several. What a guy ris.
— What a eal lanat clothes— and present a volume that is of which are virtually unknown." look pretty and sing. Why? Bees, drummer Jo Jones, Jimmy
ed that the series, titled "BandPublished by Doubleday a n d
'TWAS PLEASING to Basic WHEN CORDIE )iINC. returned to "brutally down to earth,
The first broadcast Saturday ! Giuffre and his jazz
highly
cause I'm Billie Holliday," she
ensemble and fans to see
;tend, USA," will originate from ' will orieinate in
him quit the "Rock Chicago from modeling stint in revealing and vigorously written." company, Inc., in Garden City,
part, from the Bud Shank.
says.
•N Roll" radio show. — TO TIIINK nation's capital
York,
"Lady
New
Sings
t h e
With the idea in mind of adding
she revealed facts
Blues" can be read and underBASIE giving op his superior about coining wedding
"Mom and Pop were just a couto Sammy a personal touch to what already
swing style for another, a new- Davis,
jr. including fact it will was dynamite, I visited a small stood by even the most unletter- ple' of kids when they got mared man, yet it is written in lan- ried. He was 18, she was 16 and
comer at that, didn't strike his take
place at close of Broadway, Chicago night-spot where "Lady
fans as being "cope". — "ROCK "Mr. Wonderful." — OLIVET Mil- Day" was playing last week after guage that apologizes to no one. I was three," she writes.
'N ROLL" IS quite a fad but who ler, the
The book pulls no punches,
harpist and partner cur- being assigned to Jo a review on
Her trips to courts and jails,
would think of asking Stan Ken- rently
disregards impressionism, a n d .her fight with the "habit", her
featured at Roberts lounge her book.
ton to forget about progressise will
Two phrases given me by one presents either with or without tours through the South, her ban
appear on TV for Chicago
jazz and move to the fad? — viewers
— a repeat performance. of Lady's close friends was enough exaggeration the hard, cold and I in New York is all revealed thru
By AL MONROE
KING KOLAX AND ork have been — "PACKAGE"
would have corraled just a few there is little demand
slated for Chi- to equip me with the needed ex- sometimes tragic circumstances ' the pen of a "lady" who once
for the fun- held
over for two weeks at Mon- cago's Trianon Friday,
ny men in
July 7 will planation as to why the Lady that Mies Holliday encountered in played Europe, and now plays niThe nation wide question now months back.
setups.
trel, Canada, night spot with op- inchide
Al nibbler, Teenagers and wrote her book in the tone she her topsy-turvy life.
a what's wrong with the enter- However every cloud has a sil- Back to the packages, good or
(cries.
tion for an even kneel- stay.
ver lining. The cloud is the slow bad,
many others. — ATTENTION OUT
they seem to be doing okay,
ainment field, legaimate that is,
DICKENS AND BUTTS, called by OF T 0 W N agents
pace being witnessed at entertain- especially
TRIANON
ncluding the band business, acts
the rock 'n roll varieI Broadway- columnists the "Craz- IIAS NEW SETUP
ment box offices. The silver lining ty. However
for promoting
,.nd singles.
being in a package iest
cats in town" are wowing pa- I that is
in this case is the record busi- does not
now reaching for big names
measure up to what a
Some say there Is a shortage of ness. Those stars who
have hit single act, band or combo can trons of Art Ford's Valentine club only. Contact 'cm. — BILLY HOEnoney everywhere. Others ad- record out are
not exactly suf- realize in "take" since money has in New York's East 56th st.
IDAY's holdover engagement at
ance their own reasons, some fering. They are
THE DYERETTES, back in the Chicago's
moving about to be divided so many ways. In
Club 204 introduced the
.ubliely, others in private. How- the country on
personal appear- addition, but factual, few if any States wiU return to Idlewild new spot to stemmers. — HER
ver they all add up the same. ance, tours
Mich., for annual engagement at COMPETITION was
breaking even while of the -package" agents own
Dinah Washor
'here is little business to be done the, dough for profit
rolls in from manage all the talent in the show. Bragg's night club. — NEW YORK ington and they both did fine busilong various etems, theatre and discs.
ST. LOUIS — (Special to De-' which is located with the Alley' July 13 will be Miles Davis. wideThis means percentages must go FRIENDS are feting Chicago club ness. — CONFIDENTIAL MAG'S
flee hall wise.
fender) — If there is any mistak- in the Midland hotel, 2935 Lawton, ly known trumpet player. A gala
matron, Mrs. Orville Lydia-Waller latest sepia "spread"
What makes it bad, however, is two ways. The
covers Jack- en belief that "Rock and Roll"
promoter of the
Down to facts many argue that fact that only
ave. here, is concentrating on de- homecoming is being planned for
musicians and sing- deal must have his and the man- who's guesting an old school chum ie Robinson and Billy Daniels.
AT is the culprit. They say -such ers cash in on this -silver
, will displace the jazz theme in veloping a substantial jazz mec- Miles, in that he hails from East
lining." agers of the respective perform- in the big town via Flushing. L. I. MISSED COOK AND BROWN,
ariety shows as put on by Sulli- The dancers and comics
supper club circles I would cer- ca "out here in the midwest.", St. Louis, just across the Missisare out ers have to be cut in. However. — R.aMONA, THE SISTER of the dance team? — TIIEY ARE
an and Allen: Patti Paige and in the cold. That
Opening at Peacock Alley onl sippi River from St. Louis.
is unless they there is little reason for the art- Sammy Davis, jr. makes her de- wowing night club patrons in Ber- tainly like to add my bit to reow Ina Ray Hutton .and others can latch on to one
fute it, declared Al Fein, operabut as a singer soon and those muda
of those pack- ists to complain. That is when
for summer run. — HEAR
one
re keeping dance and show mind- age deals and
in these days of figures he or she might not be who have heard her chirp says TELL DOROTHY Dandridge turn- tor of the new Peacock Alley here
d people home who oiherease rock 'n roll. swing
this week.
she
has
the
"goods". — LEOLA ed down offer
and bebop included in the package.
to play "Mrs. Henry
tould be visiting their favorite
DAVIS IS Ramona's teacher and
Fein, who opened the plush '
Armstrong" in pix that will also
lace of amusement.
manager. — ARNETT COBB still feature
$250,000 night spot here on April
EARTHA
Kin,
as night
Now far be it from this corner
in bad way as result of near-fatal
' club singer. — "DOT" GAVE no 20, said his suceesses with jazz
subscribe to the prediction
accident. — DUKE ILLINGTON's reason
(to the press) but couldn't artists is "Proof enough" that the
lade months ago by combo leadstay at Las Vegas hotel (four
she
be
didn't like proposed billing. right kind of operation will show
rs, bands and - individual artists
weeks) just concluded one of long— ATTENTION HAROLD Brown- wholesome returns.
—
sat the "package" deals signaled
est for Sepia band in the big moning out Los Angeles way: Paris'
Before opening his "Alley."
When I refid that "College Show- Both Claude and the Duke rele death knell of solo attractions.
ey town. — DUKE FOLLOWED
Willy Tell was house manager Fein said he conferred with Spid- case" is being formed for TV air- ceived their musical push Isom
Je are in no position to agree
THAT with two weeks stint in San
and not a performer so there was er Burks. St. Louis' leading disc , ing around the various education- the D. C. institution. There are
ince cause is not among this corFrancisco, DOROTHY, WIFE OF
no intention on the part of Clifton jockey and jazz disciple.
al institutions thoughts naturally others, too numerous to mention
er's facts. However, as was preEllington sax ace, Harry Carney S.
Hardy to detract from the great
turn to Fisk and Alabama State, who made the grade sans showfeted for TV we must [TIM.111back in New York after Coast
"Spider
was
enthusiast
ic about
, part Miss Josephine Baker had
-er the predictions when
tour with hubby. — HITT() "Q"
the idea," Fein says, adding "I the schools that gave the nation casing. Yet it .5 safe to see where
what
I
in
making
Folk's
Bergere
•
the
tops.
sas said measures precisely with
HODGES, wife of Johnny Hodges.
admit I was a bit hesitant. We two of its greatest — Jimmy such a push as is being mapLunceford and Erskine Hawkins. ped for the future would have help/hat is happening today.
opened
with the Billy Williams
— JOE ZIGGY JOHNSON made
Without the benefit of a show- ed all those mentioned above.
Recently the nation's tsvn top
Quartet and then booked in James
hurried trip to Idlewild, put on
case the late Lunceford and "The
College Showcase to be emceed
ig band attractions. Duke EltingMoody.
Under
Moody,
the
room'
show at Bragg's tate and hied
Hawk" moved on to 'the top in, by Dennis James is primarily a
an and Stan Kenton appeared in
started
really
to
move.
Since that'
NEW YORK — The Guest Room tiered" and Freddy
Johnson at hack to his Mr. Boh-ing and Flame
:hicago on successive nights. They marks its official opening
time, we have played the incom- popular band circles with compo- talent search. It will originate via
with
lounge-ing
the
piano.
.
—
SUN
TAN
7.IGGY
hey brought in just about the Porgy and Bess
parable Chet Baker, Joe Loco, Os- sitions that stand them out as the remotes from universities around
star Leslie Scott.
Situated behind ate bar of the picked up wouldn't have looked
the nation.
oth fared well but combined
Peterson, Lurlcaii Hunter and great in that field as well.
car
The Guest Room ieatures song- Cafe Midtown at 6th ave. and bad on Willie Bryant. but Ziggy?
And what about Howard in , Each college would present
NEW YORK — (ANP) — A Al Belletto. I am frank to say
(umber of patrons that either one stress
Louise Woaes of 'Mr. Won. ath st., The Guest Room offers an latch on? — CHICAGO's A. G. crowd
of 25.000 persons, the larg- now that we have had remark- Washington? There are Duke El- ' three musical acts, and the win! unpretentious atmosphere styled GREER was dinner guest of pop- est in the
history of Lewisohn Sta- able response to the jazz enthus- lington, the tops among musicians ners of each show would compete
ular Lillian Brent and hubby in dium,
on the idea of Parisian bodes
heard Harry Belafonte in iasts for many miles outside of and Claude Hopkins, one of the among themselves for a $5,000 top
It is a gin-mill offering nothing Pasadena, Calif.. past week along his concert here
prize. The show would begin in
last week.
St. Louis.
with Lillian's mother, Mrs. Helen
more than talent and drinks.
the college auditorium, and then
Tickets for the concert were
The affable owner, who
Handling the host and hostess Benton of Los Angeles.
move around the campus to varsold out a day in advance
owns the beautiful -Dream aSsaor
A ZA G
chores at the Guest Room are
ious locations where the talent
. Freddy Johnson, the great Negro
would be presented.
coach of stars Gynss Rose Lee,1
Dean Martin, etc., who shares
these chores with his wife, songstress Louise Woods, now underZIGGY JOHNSON
study to Olga James in "Mr. Woo- '
DETROIT — Wiee sin I doing
Inc Four Tops. besides heals derful.
vay up norlh hare in Idlewild? good singers, acted
Leslie Scott, star of Porgy and
i•.
4 good driv- •
'ell, each cei, I gct a chance to ers and managed to
Bess just returned from the Inget two groups
ive with the title that has been of dancers up
By HARRY LEVETTE
here, namely, the ternational tour and will star at
associated with me for more than Saver Dancers and
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — (ANP) —
:tie Ziggy John- the Guest Room. Rickie Carter, a
LOS ANGELES — First all-Ne!.0 years, that of producer of son Dancers.
visacious lass last seen in OffNat "King" Cole has signed what
burlesque
gro
show
in
Los
Ange.hows
Seeing the two eroups in the Broadway's production of "What's ;
les' history opened last week at is reputed to be one of the biggest
I sort of look forward to corn- same show makes
rounds out the entertainment!
me very happy
famous nightly-crowded "Strip I single contracts in night club hisg here to do the big show for as you will
see youth, glamor
City". Harry Belafante scored big- tory, according to a report here.
rthur Braggs at the Club }les- and the desire to attain
The report discloses that Cole,
greater
ger than ever at his first apand if you've ever been in heights and in a
snow with such
pearance at Greek theatre. —Cab who opened at the Sands hotel in
how business, then you can! stars as Little "Willie"
John, The
Calloway, "Hi-De-Ho'd" at the Las Vegas this week, had been
caddy see just what I mean.
1 Four Tops, Tequilla. fashion plate.
Zamboango Club. — Mabel Fair- I signed by Sands producer Jack
Nice note from Paris 'from ' M. C. Pinkney Roterts,
Litha
banks. famous ice skating star Entratter to a half-million dollar
x-Lionel Hampton vecalist Ruble Jones and the music
of Clevepresented her "Frosty Frolics contract for personal appearan:lakely and if I know the chap land's sensation Joe
Cooper and
Revue," scored with her all-white ces at that hotel in 1957, 1958 and
'11 probably call it au revoir to his band should bring out
all the
cast of skaters and 30 entertain- 1959.
merica.
. potentialities of the two wonder
ers, "The Rhythmettes", at the
Earl • Edwards, husband of the'dancing groups. •
South Gate Ice Arena
NEW YORK — Lovey Powell'
ate Valaida Snow. in town just
Yes, my hat is off to Arthur
and her accompanist Brooks MorTake A Giant Step opened its
be away from the big town ' Braggs for taking the
rubber band ton have both advanced their
second week at the Ebony ShowPo*
• memories of the great lady off his bank roll in order to
give sitions in the five weeks that they
case Theatre, operated by the
t.
the vacationers something they do have
Stewarts. — Errol Garner and the
been
at
the
Angel.
Blue
&dist agents feuding as to not find in the city.
Brooks is taking over the vaStan Getz Trio were the doureelly stopped the big "Rock That of course goes for Phil cationing
ble attraction 5t Zardi's Jazzland.
Bart Howard's spot at
ad Roll" show. Who do you think Giles, too, who is currently
fea- the piano. and Miss Powell has
Hollywood
and Vine, "The Heart
By JACK SPADE
It?
turing the Charles Aikens danc- moved
of Hollywood." — Betty Ann Bryinto the star billing slot
The comedy team of Dutch and ers along with the
LONDON
— Sidney Bechet,
sensational on the show's roster.
ant, at the keybard in tropical mous
I Achy driving around the island Prince Moss, Dutch and
sax
player
is due to appege
Dutchy
atmospheric La Caribe Room of 'here
"HERE'S MY OPINION" Nat
if So say "(tars gcag big as and several others eith
early in September with
Hex recording session at
Gotta
Lose"
the omitwhich
Low pressure tires for autumoMarla
the
Clarke
hotel
made that daz- Frenchmen's Rewel.otty
King Cole says ii, offering
Capitol records Tune being
sac of Don Costello and his hand. biles came
's bait
dined. Nat's remarks are
In use in 1222.
zlingly bright corner still more Engagement
hi viewpoint on his wile, Ha.
discussed was 'Soniebod)'s
is at Albert Hat
complimentary, of course.
cheerful with her melody,
Bechet is a big favorite here,
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The Suet canal in 1935 carried
118.5 million short tons of traffic, slightly more than the Sault
Ste Marie canals.

Action Hits
Every Form
Of Sports

The second half of the split season in the Negro American league
BATON ROUGE. La. - A bill
started this past week, with the
seeking to ban racia mixing beDetroit Stars capturing the title
tween Negroes and whites in evin the first half.
ery form imaginable in sports was
The Stars clinched the first half
hustled through a Louisiana sentitle by winning thret• out of five
ate Judiciary "A" committee and
from the Kansas City Monarchs,
rushed to the full Slate Senate
while the Birmingham Black Barwhere final legislative action apons were winning from the Memproving the measure seemed alphis Red Sox. However, the Red
most a certainty.
Sox were able to retain second
; The action by the committee
place, with the Barons in third
was taken tat week on the bill
place and the Kansas City MonI sponsored by two North Louisiana
archs in fourth position.
lawmakers, Reps. Lawrence Gibbs
MONARCHS LOSE THREE
' of Ouachita parish and E. D.
The Kansas City Monarchs lost
Gleason of ‘Vebsterthree straight to the Stars before
TO COMPLETE SEASON
I winning a game. The first defeat
However. the bill contained a
was administered in Hamilton.
provision. effective Oct. 15, perOnt, the Stars winning, 7 to 6 in
mitting the Shreveport baseball
10 innings when Willie Harris, ,
• team in the Texas league to compinchhitting, drove in Manager Edi
plete its season. Negroes have
Steele, who had doubled, with the I
• been playing in the Texas league •
winning run.
for the past several seasons.
Tuesday the Monarchs defeated , MACK PRIDE, young right-handThe stringent measure, which
the St. Thornaa team. 3 to 2, be- er of the Kansas City Monarchs.
even prohibits the drinking of wahind the three-hit pitching of Bob is hailed by Manager Jelly Taylor
ter from the same fountain and all
Mitchell.
as one of the best hurlers in the
of her (twins of personal contacts,
The two teams moved into West Negro American league. Taylor
could threw Louisiana State uni- ,
Virginia Thursday, ilie Stars scor- points out that Pride's 1-2 record vcsity into a dither, by:
knot-king
ing their second straight %%in.
, is not indleathe of his ability as
schools' long range plans
out
the
with hlumphord getting the vic- the Monarchs ha% e not been hit- ' in football and basketball. 1,Sti
tory. Herman Green hit two triples ling behind him in recent games. ; has
scheduled two games here in
and drove in three runs for De1957 and 1958 with the University
troit. Richardson paced the Stars'
offense with three hits.
n Towle
sistently carried Negro players on
The following day the Stars d;
its teams.
his average up in the hitting
Al. SMITH, lefifielder of the
feated the Monarchs, 6-3, in Blue
DILL AFFECTS SCII001.
field, smith was off to a slow
Indians,
has
been
Cleveland
field. The Monarchs won the next
The hill Will also affect Loyola
start this year, after finishing
on a hitting rampage in the
two, 8-4 and 7 to 6, the latter Quits
university of New Orleans. which
with a .306 mark last year.
past (no neeks, hitting in 14
game going 11 innings.
has also scheduled ganies with top
games,
move
consecutive
to
Roy Johnson. Detroit first basebasketball teams, Los.ola also endman. toc,4 over...lb; batting lead
ed all segregated seating in its
in the league last week with an
field house.
averagee of 402. John Kennedy.'
The bill, contains the following
Kansas City shortstop who was
PASADENA, Calif. - Rough' restrictions:
, one of the early leaders, moved and ready 2l-pound "Deacon
1. Prohibit "dancing, social tuneback into the runnerup spot with Dan" Towles, forner fullback lions, entertainments, at hleticI
a mark of .400.
with the Los AntscIes Rams has training, games, sports or contests
quietly forsaken the football grid- and other such activities involving
DROPS TO THIRD
Billy .loe Moore el Birmingham, iron for an interracial pastorate personal and social contacts in
4Irb
pace-setter last week, dropped to at the Lincoln Avenue Methodist' which the participants or contestthird place with .398. Bill Wash- church here.
ants are members of the white
444V I ington of Memphis is in fourth His appointment to the 50-year- and Negro races."
NIMMIPte
place with .389, while Juan Soler, old church capped a long stand- 2, Require segregated seating
CONFUSION EXISTS around
run down between second and
left to right in the photo are: Detroit
.tied at
amth of Chicago.
Teddy Rhodes was on the prac-'
third baseman, is fifth ing ambition of the Rev. Daniel and -separate sanitary, drinking
third base in the second
third by Giants' shortstop Ed
Umpire Stanley Landes. Newwater and other facilities for mem- tic e tee at Pipe OPeace Thurs- 152 after 36 holes of play in the
with
Towles
an
.374.
to
acquire
interracial
frame of the first game beBressoud after Junior Gilliam
combe, Bressoud, CampanelPar-Makers tournament. . .PlaNed
bers of the white and Negro
Moore is setti 1g the pace in pastorate of his own.
tween the Dodgers and Giday...sharpening up his game foe
had hit to pitcher Reuben
la and third baseman Foster
last week end over the iriitt h Gleahasp
EARNED
hits
MASTER
DEGREE
with
43,
total
bases.
62,
ants, July I, at the P to
Gomez. Meanwhile, Dodgers'
I.aBatts Open in Quebec, Can- son park course in Gary, Dors .
Castleman (121. The Dodgers
triples. 4 and runs batted in with
Nicknamed "Deacon Dan- by I 3. Require Negro students at- the
grounds. Dodgers' Don New.
Roy Campanella was standing
romped over the Giants, 15-2.
ada
next week, • .Some of those Nick Sieball of Gary was third
tending
rellow
LSU
and
26.
He
is
,
teammates,
three
also
tied
for
the
because
collead
of
his
state
eombe was tagged out in a
on third all the time. From
for Newcombe's 10th victory.
in doubles with Pat Patterson, D. practice of leading the players in, leges under court order to sit watching his pose and rhythm as with 155. . .followed by J. Heard,
prayers before games, the Rev.' apart from the student body in a he was getting accuracy and dis- Chicago, with 157, „Jamie Poy(roil, with 8 each.
Washington, Charles Pr id e. I Towler used his earnings from pro segregated section at e ol 1 e ge tance With each club, asked him thress, Chicago, 139. . and PlecChicago, 159 .
Memphis pitcher who also takes ; football as well as from hit movie' sports.
about the National Open in Ro- ta Chambers,
a turn in the outfield, and Hal! roles to finance studies leading up The measure passed the Louis- chester, N. Y., and the Phila-I Odell Bradley, Detruit, won the
Green, Detroit outfielder, are tied to the master's degree at the Uni- iana house earlier by a vote of delphia News tourney in Philly...1 first flight with 158. • .Archie
71-0. There was no reason to be- Teddy competed in both. • ,"MyH Manual, Chicago, was second with
for the home run honors with three versity of Southern California,
He 'finished at USC with a B- lieve that the senate would %me driver played me false in the Na-. ((ii. , .Fred Brazil, Evanston,
apiece. Green also leads in runs
is way out front in stolen bases, plus average, surveyed several re- otherwisetional." Teddy said. . ."I was off was third with 162, . .M. Williams
ligious denominations to find the
having 21 to his credit.
the fairway and in the deep rough (Why do reports fail to get the
TOLEDO, Ohio - Spokesmen to participate in local qualifying plished by using private clubs for
players?) Chicago
Ace Robinson and Frank afeCul- one he desired, then settled for
on a number of tee shots, and 1 full names of
for the Midwestern Golf club here I rounds for the national public links j the qualifier, and these clubs , lum, southpaw and right-hander the Methodist church.
flight with 162...
second
won
the
each time it cost inc some valcharged in City Council last week tournament.
I would permit only white golfers respectively of the Red Sox, are
Meanwhile, his snitch from pro
strokes". . ."In the Phila- J. Caravana (there it is again)
uable
they have been denied the right
ChiThey said this had been accom-'to use their courses.
tied for the lead on the basis of football to the pulpit will cost him
delphia tournament I suffered the Gary, 164. , .Jesse Williams,
Chi•
Johnson,
.LcRoy
166.
.
cago,
BARRED FROM TOURNEY
games won and lest, each win- a reported $7,000 annually. He
same fate on four straight days
One of the spokesmen, James ning 3 against no defeats. Willie earned $10,000 per year with the
. . .1 reached the lath hole even cago, won the third flight with
B. Simmons, III, an attorney and Harris, Detroit, and ride, Mem- Rams, will get 33,000 from the
par, anti then bogicd the next 175. . ..1. Johnson (Not again!),
.C.
son of Councilman James B. Sim- phis, lead in most games won, 5 Lincoln church
't
t in Evanston. second with 187.
Y
•
holesfiv
A soft-spoken fehow w h os e (
mons its said that three years each. Harris is top pitcher with
. Bedingfield, Evanston, third with
the money shooting like
By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON
ago he was refused the right to five complete games and 58 strike- mannerisms off the field belies his
Teddy left Chicago Friday for Rtle- 1 177. . .Thomas Moxley, Gary. woe
GRAMBLING, La. enter the public links competition outs, while Pride has worked the ruggedness and prowess on the - Fullback Howard Sc (Special) bec. .and from there he'll go to the fourth flight with 182. .Alontt
A
most innings, 62.
gridiron, Dan was a pro
because of his race.
at verizing line-smasher and
JBaltimore for the Eastern Open zo laylor, Gary, 187. . .and
.Dollar
best Taylor, Gary, 188.
with the Rams. During hIs stint , chic line backer
They tole! me I couldn't play
return
to
Chicago
later
licit
on GramblinP
Sanders, Memphis, won the senior
Will) the Western club, he scored 1955
because I am a Negro," he said.
National Negro championshi this month to make a bid for sonic
44
touchdowns and 264 points in grid team, will play
Harold Anderson, who has long
168. , Jim Rev. Mr.
professional of the big cash in the Tam O'Shan- night with
six seasons.
Stewart. Detroit, W s second with
served as director of the Midwestfootball with the Baltimore Colts. It tourney.
.Anfi
arr. Gary, 192
. .C
STUDYING SIX YEARS
ern club's annual tournament, said,
He signed with Baltimore Monday. i Alex E. Smith and Shepherd E.' 1
tin's
woine
,
tlfaA
former
Gregory,
He had been studying for the
he had been turned down "time
Described as "catty afoot and• Brock. members of the Knicker-I
women s title
ALTHEA GIBSON is to the ten-' end dropped the next two, 6-3 and after time" for the same reasion. i LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Pa. _ ministry since 1954, when he grad- full of competitive zest " b Coact bocker Golf club in New Haven, tie holder, won the
Milton Staunton, secretary of the John Durham, a senior at Lindoln uated from Washington and Jeffer- Eddie Robinson, the 220-pound ex- Conn., were in Chicago for four with 167. . .Belly .tonalch, Gary,
ilflorld what Jackie Robinson 6-4. Thus Miss Gibson "went down
FL-sbo
with 182 ,
club, wrote the Council that mem- university (Pa.), has recently son university in Pennsylvania.
was o major league baseball-. The swinging."
. paratrooper averaged 5.30 yards or five days last week. . .and was second 1StewMassa, Gars,
Said he regarding the interracial carry in 50 rushing
O'Peace
at
Pipe
played
holes
18
only difference is that Althea . But Althea had taken part in 14 bers of his race are being dis- signed a contract io play profesefforts last
UGA
Thursday. . .with Doc Russell, and art, Detroit, another tomer
cracked the color bar which ex- as she put it: -Well, I believe I criminated agLinst in Toledo com- 1 sional football with the Calgary pastorate:
I fall.
Barbour,
,Selma
.
193.
champion.
think
I
have something to
ournaments, starting in Ca ir o, petition with the indirect aid of Stampeders of the Western In- ' "I
.Playing with
isted in the United States
He was seldom fooled on de- Leonard Gray.
Chicago, won the first flight vyilla
I contribute to interracial relations fense and was the
terprovincial Football Union.
Tennis Association, often referred Egypt, in March. Winning them all the Council.
team's best Maxie Barbour, Ell Scaefer and
• .Lorinne Jackson, C ticago,
208.
and
she
The
I
called
since
Council.
he
feel
to
a
s
church
willsaid,
set
Thursespecially
aside
"snooty"
organization
feat
Durham,
Pipe
O'Peace
was some
who stands 6 feet 3
to as a
man at obstructing pass rushers Bub Craig at
second with 215 • .. osep in
was
ing
to
certain
serve
fees from two public cour- inches and weighs 225 pounds, was
Christ on a non-seg- The sturdy fullback served two day, Chester Bethel. jr., was one
while Robinson became the first had whipped Miss Fry and the deChicago. 215. • .M i k •
regated
basis."
Hughes,
ses,
Bay
in
View
park
and
five
holes
,
.
champion
Ottawa
first
over
50
Wimbledon
par
for
the
years
to
a
over
in
fending
stellar
race
performer
Dunbar
at
his
years
with
of
the 82nd Airborne DiChicago, 219. . Mattis
Saunders,
park,
to
help
send
local
nine
June.
One
qualifiers
a
took
England
in
blew
up...He
organized
white
baseball.
Manchester,
then
and
High school in Washington D. C.,
play in
vision and made 13 jumps
von the secoflo
Chicago,
to
the
national
Price,
golf
tourneys.
where he made the All-City Foot- passes, three of which were good
When the final story of Miss might truthfully say, she h a d
A science major. Scott is mar- on the 572-yard sixth hole when he.
flight with 223 . .Ann Robinson.
Since public funds are used, ball Team during his last year in for touchdowns. Ile proved to be Heti and has three
.
.
bounds.
of
out
a
ball
drove
Gibson is written, it should be practically played herself out.
children.
'Chicago, 227, . .Lydia Elligan had
ALTHEA IS 28 year3 old. Sort of Staunton declared, there should be a high school.
titled "From the Sidewalks of
equally as good as a tackle when
He played high school football; and came back with a 7 on the
no
discrimination
because
of
race,'
During his first year at Lin- shifted to that position. He was at I. M. Terrell in Fort Worth. seventh. • .Fortima'ely for Ches- Chicago. 27. . .Lydia Elligan had
Harlem to Wimbledon" because "getting up there in years" for a
coln Durham made the varsity particularly outstanding at defenster, he had put the boys out on the 243 to win the third flight. .
the•slim boyish and stern Althea tennis player although Louise color or creed.
Harry
ginia Simmons, Chicago, 245. ..
Sawicki.
president
33.
of
Me
champion,
is
ways.
The
newslong
defending
squad
and
Brough,
had
a sensational year ive plays and blocking. He has About IS million tourists via- fifth hole. •
has come a
paper reporters speak of her as Miss Gibson's entry into the Win- Toledo Public Links association, in the left end slot, catching 22 done most of the team's punting. tited Ontario in 1955.
Par-Makers tournament 3 Grady Rita Baham, Chicago, 247. • .LaChaste, Tanner and Bill Dotson fella Ballinger, Chicago, 250,
''of New York." They could just bledon tournament in 1951 was a denied the bias charge in connection
with
any
national
tourneys
"Florida
A.
and
far
behis
get
didn't
from
sensation.
She
say
well
as
M. college:. That is where Althea cause of inexperience in "big ten- association is affiliated with.
Young Simmons retorted, "We
graduated. where she won t h e nis" play, She had what we called
Southern conference women's sin- "faults." Her leg work has im- are not interested in the national
gles as well as a number of na- proved greatly since then and she picture. We're interested in what
tional women's singles of the has been a hard worker in over- is happening right here in Toledo."
Simmons said he would be satcoming her mistakes.
American Tennis Association,
ies have been written about
We remember our last conversa- isfied if the golf association would
By CHARLES J. LIVINGSTON ed by the fact that together they
k Gibson's start. Few have tion. It was the afternoon of the issue a statement that in the fu' scored 53 of the 55 runs needed
ture
due
there
would
be
Lincoln
no
discrimicredit
is
where
at
banquet
credit
Sports
Day
given
The newly formed Woodlawn to beat Winnetka.
nation
against
Negro
golfers
and
her
on
her
university in Jefferson City, Mo.,
to some who helped
_Cricket Club of Chicago last Sun- '
way. None mention "Bojangles": in May, 1955. She had been very that qualifying competition would
major victory when
scored
a
day
Bill Robinson, the late tap dancer frank. Liked it so much at Lin- be held on public links.
it defeated the pennant contending
Sawicki promises that this would
of international fame. None men- coln where she had coached the
Winnetaka C. C., 66 to 54, in Washbe
done.
He
said
the next year's
tion Walter R. "Whirlwind" Johrj teenis team but her ambition was
park here. Winnetka. which
ington
son of Roanoke, Va., the football peted, in the Wimbledon tourna- qualifier had been scheduled for
reentering
the Illinois Cricket , Gets
in
star at Pennsylvania's Lincoln: have a couple of good years of ten-, Ottawa park.
league this season, has drawn '
University back in the early 1920s nis in me - and after that I don't
heavily from the roster of other
and now a successful physician: know. I have a few proposals and what we meant and laughed.
teams, and is rated No. 2 in the
She looks us up whenever she
and surgeon. Now Dr. Johnson still I might get marrieil but not right
loop.
By S. W. AUSTIN
finds time to dig in his pockets! soon." She spoke of visiting Ja- comes to Chicago. We try to enBATON
ROUGE, La. - A forwas
one
respect,
the
defeat
In
to assist some young tennis hope- pan, We asked "As a Wac?" Not courage her as much as possible.
also a rebuke to other teams from mer Southern university first sackmention
stories
the
replied.
didn't
she
We
of
exactly,"
We believe she is misunderstood.
fuls. None
northern sections of the city, who er. Elbert Durden. is doing a
the names of the,faithful group press her further because we knew She has been on 3 state departhave been "ganging up" on south- creditable job at the initial base
of the American Tennis Associa., if she wanted us to know, s h e ment tour of the Orient and the
side teams. Woodlawn turned with the Hornell, N. Y. team, actaken!
well
was
advise
we
us.
That
night,
would have told
Near East along with three white
lion whose
the
tables on the northsiders by cording to Coach R. H. Lee, the
introduced her as she came to the men playgrs.
by Miss Gibson,
utilizing the services of Robert Jaguar Cats' baseball skipper,
No other Negro player has comOur guess is that Althea told the speakers' table to give out t h e
Durden. now the property of the
-Boogsy" Cole and Clifford Mctruth when she is quoted as saying awards to the Lincoln U. tennis peted in the Dinbledon tourna'Brooklyn
baseball club, hr ok e
Intyre,
two
of
the
powermost
ment. Going to the quarter finals
'I knew I was beaten when I could' players.
into organized baseball a feat
ful batsmen in the league,
not get to my volleys quick' Funny person - that Althea. in the 70th annual is some feat.
How much Cole and' McIntyre , weeks ago. He was sent to Cedar
enough." Also that she might have, Doesn't talk about herself. Doesn't Like the wire we sent Miss Gibhurt
the visitors cause is indicat• Rapids. Iowa. of the three I league
, but it wouldn't have been' seek publicity. We chided her at son when she played in the nationand later farmed "lo the Hornell
like her, that she h a d play- one of the American Tennis As- al indoor meet in New York this
chili of the Pony league.
tournamany
entirely
too
championships
at
Tussociation's
year "Best of luck stop everybody
Of the total U.S. annual proed in
He bats and throws from the
ments prior to the Wimbledon kegee because of her failure to is pulling for you," we all are
duction of buses about 70 perport side and possesses a good
meeting where she bowed out in mix with other players. S h e with her - win or lose. She has
cent are built to transport the
batting eye. In the short time he
the quarter-finals being loser to thanked us and said she would try,' done a moat excellent job. playing
school children.
has been with the professional
Miss Shirley Fry of St. Petersburg, At later tournaments, we would sometime where there is not one
DIAMOND ROMANCE - Min
;.
•
these days at Crosley field.
ring for the happy couple.
team, he slapped four home runs,
Fla., and formerly of Akron, Ohio, stop to tell her that 'he was "im- black face in the audience to give
Velma Cobb is rookie Frank
High School sweethearts, 'Os
North - south federal highways one with Cedar Rapids and three
the
first
set
6-4
won
proving"
greatly.
her
a
kindly
smile.
Gibson
She
understood
Robinson's
Miss
biggest
rooter
said wedding bells may soon
have odd numbers. . .
with Hornell.
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BOXING CHAMPS FETED —
Winners in the recent TriState Boxing tournament held
at Beak Street auditorium

were feted with a banquet at
Tony's Inn last week. In Photo at left (left to right) are
Bernard Lansky, Walter Gra-

dy, Guy Lansky and Prof.
Harry T. Cash, founder an d
director of the Tri-State Boxing Tournament. The Lanskys,

strong supporters of the tournament, had just presented a
jacket to Grady, novice fl y.
weight champ of the tourney.

Pointing to one of the gifts held
by his brother is Guy Lansky. Photo at Center, shows
boxing officials, guests a n d

friends standing in the background. While seated in the
foreground are the youngsters
who had enjoyed an excellent

spaghetti and meat ball dinner. Photo at Right pictures
the young champs and boxing
officials attired in the jackets.

Each one of the winners was
presented a jacket by WV 11
brothers.

Patriotic Features At Playground
Declaration of Independence ex-1 Isaiah Boyd and family, the Jones- /
.By STAFF WRITER
cerpts
from the Constitution and es from Chicago visiting Mr. and
Hello Kids
Lincoln's Gettysburg address,
Mrs. Young.
I hope you had fun at your
MANASSAS PARK NEWS—We , Our patriotic program was realplaygrounds last week. This week had our Athletio day Tuesday, ly magnificent. The program was
we will have League play and the July 3. We played New Chicago emceed by Charles Thompson. We
Doll and Dress Up show on your winning about five games and los- had a parade with young majorspecial day. Continue to come to ing a few games. Our Special Day ettes, a dance presented by the
your playground and assist your program was a success. Again we,dance group and a variety of evdirectors in all ways. Let's see invite you to come and join us.
erything including races. The winvorce." I was a good wife an4
what's been happening on our
ners in the girls races were Cleo
mother for 15 years. My husband
PLAYGROUND
MAGNOLIA
playgrounds.
Price, Marris Dyson, Ida M a e
after that number of years, -took
RIVERVIEW PLAYGROUND is We played Lincoln last week and Ruffin. In the boys races the Frank Partee, formerly of Ripley,
his clothes, waved his hand and
seven
winning
by
was
victorious
growing stronger everyday with
winners were Albert Huggins, now living in Cleveland, Ohio was
left. I first hid from my friends,
the
outgames
of
out
of
11.
Some
plenty of activities for the kiddies.
Samuel Stokes, Wade Hudson, jr. baptized last week by Rev. J. R.
cherishing the memories of marWe will begin our league play this standing players were Juanita We had two orators to give the Halliburton, pastor, at Morning
riage. I got so I did not caresbout
ViHarrison,
Standard,
Claudette
Riverview
Vs.
Lincoln
week with
Declaration of Independence and Star MB church.
any thing. Then I tried to snap out
Smith,
Zula
Washington,
Eddie
ola
school. Our first place winner in
the Gettysburg Address.
of it for the sake of my (Mils
the talent program last week was Terry, Grant Ward, Robert Akins, DOUGLASS PARK — Douglass Mr. Partee knew without a
dren. I'm going out on date:. Vw.
Peter McNeil and the second Walter Evans, Jimmy Lewis, J. Park visited Washington last week doubt that he had confessed 3
admirer turned out to be an
One
and
though
Christ,
and
in
Jesus
F.
Dexter
hope
MITCHELL
•
RUFF
DUO
will
available
Oliver,
are
at
the
Oliver,
C.
place winner was Jasper Phillips.
in League Play. We won in all the he had worked in the Church for
alcoholic, another, a bum. BeDress
Jazz
Our
Doll
and
appear
here
in
a
Modern
trar's
Office,
LeMoyne
Annie
Dortch.
MELROSE NEWS — The Melactivities — Washington was a
cause of these undesirables, I've
and at the Box Office
Concert at Bruce Hall, Lerose playground had a patriotic Up show was Wednesday, July 11. wonderful host. Better luck next 26 years, he was not certain fully,
been clinging to my home and
Wednesday,
week
Moyne
Last
been
bapCollege
on
NEW
CHICAGO
—
had
night
concert.
of
the
whether
he
or
not
4
July
and
to
program
we wish
time Washington.
children.
We all seem afraid of
Tickets
July
18
at
8:30
pm.
and
ever
yWeek
was
Patriotic
tized.
thank the following participants
WASHINGTON — (INS)—Pres- the outside world znd we are
LINCOLN PARK — The direcfor their splendid cooperation: , thing was swell. We had such tors and children of Lincoln Park His mother had appeared to him
Congress
ident Eisenhower urged
lost. We need the financial support
Gwendolyn File, William Smith, characters as Thomas Jefferson had a very fine and exciting week several times in a dream and shei
Friday to revive the school con- and the protection of r strong perThis
Washington.
and
George
Petry Ann Chinn. Homer Fouche,
last week. Starting the week off would always leave him in sight
struction bill, killed in a battle son around. But each day ends
Carrie Peoples, Ann Cloud, Di- week will be Dress-Up Week so be was the big patriotic night. We of water. At one time in a dream
segregation, but key legisla- with the knowledge that we
over
attend.
ane Fair, Delores Holmes, Mari- sure to
were happy to have the Letter she told him to go to Ripley and I
tors spurned his plea in an at- are unwanted, and there is nothing
ROBERT HOWZE — We enjoy- Carriers Band to appear on our be baptized by the pastor of Mornlyn Isabel, and our guest performmosphere of harsh political con- we can do about it. I am skeptier Mrs. Lillie B. Bolton. Our last ed a week full of activities out at playground Patriotic night. There ing Star, and he would be all
troversy.
cal of nearly everyone, yet the
special day was Wednesday. July ' Robert Howze playground. T h e was approximately 1500 attendants ' right. This continued to worry him
The chief executive, at his Get- children are thrilled when a genfourth of July was a big day for at the show.
11.
very much until he decided to
tysburg, Pa.. farm, voiced his tleman comes to call on mama.
PATTERSON PLAYGROUND— everyone plenty of food and fun
DIXIE HOMES — Dixie Homes obey the request made in h i s Le Moyne college Summer Ses- and Willie Ruff on bass and strong appeal through his news WHERE TO?
We celebrated the best week of for the whole family. On Thurs- is a playing zone. We are having dream. His mother did not appear sion presents the Mitchell-Ruff ! French horn, they set up a colorDear Divorcee: Where to? It
secretary, James C. Hagerty, and
the playground season last week.1 day we were host to Orange fun and plenty of activities. Last in his dreams again after he made duo in a Modern Jazz Concert, ' ful variety of tonal
combinations, served notice that he will make seems to me you are rushing this
We enjoyed meeting and beating Mound playground one of the larg- week we had a Doll and dress up his mind to come to Ripley Wednesday, July 18 at 8:30 p.m. and explore both old and
new fron- the school bill a top campaign is- search for a new father and husMelrose on the 5th of July. The est and oldest playgrounds in the up show. also a night in Mexico. and be baptized.
in Bruce Hall.
tiers of jazz, making happy dis- sue if his demand is ignored. - band. Actually, if you were to
special day was very patriotic city. Our Senior boys soft ball Come and have fun with us.
Mr. Partee was accompanied to It is one of the newest and coveries on every horizon.
'I The President's insistence upon marry now in your present state
with Jqhn C. Williams reciting the team maintained its unbeaten recBEALE AVENUE P L A Y- Ripley by his wife. They have four freshest instrumental combinations Building on a firm foundation passage of a measure to alleviate of mind, you would probably make
ord by defeating Orange Mound
to hit popular music in a long of classical music, and bringing the nation's critical classroom a poor choice. You need more
boys 9-8 in an extra inning game. GROUND — Last week at Beale grown children.
time, according to critics.
along the exuberant high spirits shortage was underlined by strong time to get over you past 'nor
The sportsmanship was wonderful Playground was packed with fun OLD TIME BARBECUE
With Dwike Mitchell on piano, of jazz, they produce chamber mu- indications given through Hagerty riage, look at yourself ff. 7 a
and the play of both teams were and excitement. On Monday we An old fashioned barbecue was ,
sic works that are as inventive that Mr. Eisenhower will shortly new viewpoint and look for a fubrilliant. Both our boys and girls began our League Play with Le- held by the Masonic Lodge at
oppoas
our
they are rewarding to hear. affirm publicly his decision to ture husband in a new frame of
playground
as
Moyne
.olley ball teams were defeated
Ripley on July 4, in the Lauder- catur. III. She is the wife of Dr
Dwike Mitchell was born in seek reelection.
mind.
'0/ Orange Mound also the girls nents, a hilarious time was had dale High school cafeteria. Wives William Evans.
the
•*
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ricket ball and bound ball teams. by all and we all shared in
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bang.
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first experiments at that time. Thursday.
ness to your children and that is
1ost in tennis by a score of 6-2
Brothers Edgar Mitchell, Walter Amos, on last Sunday afternoon
however. Were planning a tre- good and all of the participants Wilson, Peoria Sullivan, Augustua Mr. Amos recently returned home Becoming interested in the clas- The legislation was doomed by not good. They are insecure
sics, Mitchell studied at the Phil- an anti-segregation rider sponsor- enough. Show your children you
mendous come back for this week were very enthusiastic. Miss Ru- Williams, Jesaie Durham, George from Detroit, Mich.
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StIlt relaiives and friends.
makes
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mediate and
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returned la -1 week from a six chitterling supper in the church a single unit, and have met with had, he would have had a bill.
Si keoe
On ow ho,., I.'.. or are the.
your
Park racing secretary Tame
endin2 5-1O ir ta..or of week or
seieral cities includ- basetnent on Tuesday, July 3. The great success everywhere.
Nathamel fl en
Watson C,int- the Seniors. We would like to
All he had to do was change 16 I also announced that Needles wa
0,1,1
Tarcan Nfitcheil, Fred Brown make mention of the Intermediate ing Kansas 110. Kan.. Chicago, affair was a financial success, and WHERE TO GET TICKETS
votes. I don't know how he's going assigned 117 pounds but the. Ke
en.
In .(eilbcy's is
The Mitchell-Ruff Duo has ap- to get a bill through Congress tucky Derby winner Iva wit
Ill.. Pontiac.. Mich., Battle, Mich., offered a great opportunity for
and others.
and Senior boys wtio are playing
made the natural, uncolored way
drawn from the race.
HYDE PARK — Our Te nis in the WDIA League of baseball. Kalamazoo. Mich., and Indianap- fellowship. Sponsors of the supper , peared in Las Vegas at the Mou- now."
...the gin that's dry, crystal-clear, Tournament was a lot of fun and; The Bathing Beauty contest was olis Ind, She says that her va-- were Mrs. Heft Oliver. choir pres. lin Rouge, Jacksonville at the Vanthe kids played well. The win - held Tuesday evening. Children cation was very refreshing a n d ident and Mrs. Anna Campbell. derbilt, New York at the Emand the right proof. Please
ners were John Wilson and John - from ages 3 to 12 may enter to that she had many happy experi- Rev. J. R. Halliburton is pastor. bers, and on many college camith"Galley
'
s Please."
puses. The- Mitchell-Ruff Duo recLewis. Friday night was our spec- vie for the title of Miss and Mas- ences.
• ••
Rev. B. E. Harris, pastor of ords will be released for Columial night, on which we had a pa- ter Kansas.
Miss Dora Willie Vaughn of 117 Miles Chapel(ME church, attend- bia Records on the Epic label.
triotic program. The program conBOOTH PLAYGROUND — Last
pot— •-ms,
sisted of songs, recitations and a week was a wonderful week and Spring st., is visiting her mother, ed the funeral of Mrs. John- They have a five year contract
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Columbia.
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DeLane
at
Jackson,
Tenn.,
last
Patriotic quiz.
we wish to thank you for making
sic is to be published soon.
%%eek.
WASHINGTON NEWS — La s t: our Patriotic Day a successful one.
week was a week of excitementi The story of the flag will help us play at Washington Park at 6:30
(DAVID 0 SELZNICK
and fun for all Our first league tnationally known Letter Carriers pm. The public is invited to at,
"
301.4'
ATYrIkHE
.„
play was with Douglass Park. We 'to understand the significance of tend.
,tad a terrific crowd on the 4th. Independence Day.
Our congratulations to Riversome of our s)arly arrivers were Bard has given us several fine view playground fo; winning the
The Greatest Palmist on Earth
Mildred Halyard Mr. and Mrs. concerts on our playgrounds and Lucille King Award for having the
SUN
on Thursday, July 12 the band will best Pet show on our playgrounds.
Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
at the Mississippi State line for years is
tteri7,4%.,„
back on her own place to stay.
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
JENNIFER JONES
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
GREGORY PECK JOSEPH COTTER
If any of these are your problems, come let
WM MIME 113101 NM MUM 11111
MAD.AM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
an We 0111112 11314111
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
A LSO—
at once.
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
ALL MAKES -- MODELS
LOCATED on her own place on htghway 51 North, 6 miles
FANS - PERCOLATORS
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington, Tennessee,
next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
VACUUM CLEANERS
Turf Club. Two blocks below the other reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
REBUILT VACUUM
95
put
you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington
CLEANERS
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
driver the address.
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IRONS REPAIRED

GRADE

CARS

TRUCKS

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue

THE WORLD AGREES
ON "GILBEY'S PLEASE"
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry
.101.. Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain
Neutral Spirits. W. I A.
Giibey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - JA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave. - 33-8507
Open Nights

Free Perking

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
flours
9 a m. to 9 pm. Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters.
BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
ANU THE RIGHT NAME

-- .9111111•11,41=•011.1.•

Scharff YMCA
Represented At
Area Council

THE Till !TATE DEFENDER
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs
Sat., July 14, 1956

J. T. Chandlers, sr., insurance
executive and secretary of Abe
B
RUBYE F. TURNER
Scharff YMCA Board of Direc•
tors, accompanied Executive SeeI retary L. 0. Swingler to Blue
Seen in the city for the July 41 church. Mrs. Scott will teach in
Ridge, N. C. where the Southern celebration were Mr. and Mrs.1 the Tate High school at Marvell,
Ldirgt.Council of the Young Men's demon Johnson and children of Ark.
' Christian Association held its 17th Gary, Ind. Mr. and Mrs. Learrie
It is with much regret that we
annual meeting.
White and children of Little Rock report the passing of Mrs. Doro"YMCA Advance at Home and ' and Sgt. William Thomas of Camp ; thy Carradine of Madison. Mrs.
Carradine had been ill for some
Abroad" was theme of the confer- Polk, La.
IN THE AIR FORCE — These
son of Mrs. Zelma E. Griffin,
ence, the first to be held in the
42, Marion, Ark., who is comThe Blue Jay club of Madison, time. She was a lifelong resident
Griffin, a trainee in
son of Mrs. Florida Traylor
ma
L.
five young men are completof 660 Firestone blvd., Apt. 8,
beautiful YMCA mountain retreat Mrs. L. V. Starks, president, of Madison. She is survived by a
pleting his training; Willie L.
communications. (Air F or c e
Polk, who is being trained in
ing their training at Lackiand
who is completing his trainof Blue Ridge in several years. entertained the public with a bar- daughter, Mrs. A. M. Jefferson,
Grant, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Photos)
warehouse
service;
supply
and
Air Force Base, Texas. Left
ing; Mark Stewart, 18, son of
The occasion likewise marked the , becue on the Fourth. A very tasty two grandchildren, two sisters and
Will Grant, who is studying
Joe L. White, sou of Mrs. Zelto right are: Joe Lee White,
Mrs. Mary Stewart, Rt. 1, Box
Golden Anniversary of Blue Ridge I menu was served, and an appre- a brother. Funeral arrangements
electronics; Theola Traylor,
as a YMCA summer resort.
ciative vote of thanks goes to all are incomplete at this writing.
The two-day session opened on for this gala affair. The Eureka
The final chapel program of the
June 22 in College Hall. A series club sponsored a picnic at Brown's Summer Session of the Philanof six workshops were held in the Picnic grounds. Mrs. Etna Pitts der Smith Off Campus Unit wss
held June 29 and was sponsored
auditorium of College Hall. lin- Shannon is the president.
ipressive vesper services, conductThe Nacirema club, Jesse W. by the music department under
ed for the approximately 200 Y. Mason, sr.. president, had its an- ' the direction of L. W. Robbins.
M. C. A. representatives at the nual July 4th picnic at the J. E. Those appearing in the "Juno
Council meeting, were held in Burke Ranch on Highway 70 East. Day Jubilate" were the Rev. J.
front of the spacious veranda of Out of town guests were Mr. H. Hinkle, Mrs. Pearlie B. FulBy JIM BURNS
ed.
;Lee Hall at sunset in the moun- and Mrs. Learric White. A family gham, Mrs. Bessie Fields and a
In addition to these demonstratains.
There were fireworks on the 4th
picnic was held on the lawn of chorus composed of the music
tions,
a static display will include
1 Irvine C. Porter, of Birmingham.1 Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stewart on ; class. Mr. Robbins played selecat the Army's Memphis General
!Ala.. presided as president of the the Fourth. Guests were Mr. and tions from Bach and Ribaupierre.
Depot on Airways blvd. and all incendiary, gas, and s m ok e
Mrs. Buford Sims of Sidney, Ohio, Mr. J. R. MeBeth, guest soloist,
Council.
military and civilian employees bombs; smoke, incendiary and
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Stewart of rendered two numbers. Mrs. Virphosphorous
grenades, protective
and their guests were invited to
Madison, Mr. and Mrs. J . C. ginia Stewart was mistress of cer•
Starks. Mr. and Mrs. Ben White, emonies. School officially closed
attend a demonstration of Chem- clothing, gas masks of all types
for dogs and horses, and the stanMrs. Lois Dean, Mrs. Hermine July 7, 1956.
ical Corps equipment which was
dard military and civilian type ;
Pickett
and Mrs. Lousanna Casheld on the Depot grounds.
LOAN ASSOCIATION MEETS
their
charter.
right:
Left
Rev.
to
T.
B. L. Hooks, vice presi;gas masks. Also shown will be
tleberry.
—The Mutual Federal Savings
H. Hayes. jr., George A. Ste•
dent and treasurer, and George
Col, Willis G. rtobns, Chemi- the M-4 napalm mixer used toj and Loan Association
Sgt. and Mrs. Freddie Barr and
vess, William P. Nabors. C.
met last
W. Lee. Atty. Willis and hooks
cal Supply Officer said that this mix the chemicals used in flame ' week and
children of Ft. Sam Houston. San
held election of ofare general counselors. (WithC. Sawyer. president: A t
was the first demonstration of thrower liquid.
Antonio, Texas are visiting relaficers. It was their first meetA. W. Willis. it.. exec,
ers Photo)
Chemical equipment in Memphis.
ing following the receipt of
NEW YORK — (INS' —Beajri- tives in Forrest City, Madison and
vice president and secre,
The occasion was the delayed
ful. red-haired Kay Douglas, pick- Wynne., Mrs. Barr is attending St.
celebration of the 38th birthday
ed as Miss New York in the forth- Phillips college meeting requireof the Chemical Corps, which was
coming "Miss Univirse- contest ments for an advanced degree in
June 28. The fireworks had been
Robert "Big Bob" Hill, former
in California, hzd her husband music and education.
scheduled along with a barbecue
Jackson State college star back
locked up on assault charges ear- HERE AND THERE
and fish fry last June 29, but due
has been ordered by Donald S.
ly Monday — then repented.
If 11. N1cLemore of Forrest
to rain only the barbecue and
The tearful, 18-year-old g i r 1, City is .visiting his sister, Mrs. Kellett, president of the Baal.
fish fry was held.
more Colts, to report for training
showing bruises on her face and Cora Raynor. and family in
Gary, at 12 a.m. July 19.
body, caused her husband's arrest lnd. While away, he
'CLOTHES' VANISH
will visit his The Colts will
WASHINGTON — (INS)— The
train at Western
in wife's son and family, Mr. and I
Members of the Mutual Federal i ganization is dedicated to better
Visitors saw a line of clothes government reported yesterday ;
their
two-room
haelaTtantienetrartper a Mrs. Iria Johnson in Kewanee, Maryland college, Westminster,
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vanish when the "clothesline" that employment rose to a new all
Md., approximately 30 miles north
last week and elected new offi- to home owners, A minimum of night-long domesti;: argument.
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will
ored smoke grenades blanked the
Weeping,
she
told
police
she
realtor;
was
known
president
Visiting
and than 50 votes.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Peo- The Colts open a 12-game convice
area in a smoke screen. Trees The Commerce and Labor de; leaving Thursday for California ples
ference schedule Sept. 30 against
treasurer is Atty. B. L. Hooks;
Gaston,
C.
leading
A.
partments
recently
businesswere his uncle, E. D.
said
,
and
the
new
record
were literally sawed in two by
the Chicago Bears. Hill, in the
"I can't go without him." She Dorris of Luther. Okla.,
sub.;
executive
president
vice
secand
man
Birmingham,
of
was
Ala.
his
reached
as
niece,
students were
using strings of primer cord wrapretary is Atty. A. W. Willis, jr. scribed for 50 shares at the first revealed for the first time that Miss Rosa L. Dorris and son of meantime, is working out daily in
ped around the trunk. Incendiary hired in large numbers at the close
Ship and Grundy are the parents Oklahoma
Attorneys Hooks and Willis are meeting.
City, and cousin. Joe accordance with a schedule mailof
the
school
year.
grenades burned through steel,
of a 10-months-old son.
Eddie
counselors.
general
INSURE
Dorris
of North Little Rock. ed to him by the Colt official and
DEPOSITORS
and a portable flame thrower
Mr.
and
members
charter
Other
;
depositor
The
include
Each
Mrs.
,
will he insured
Cavalier Social club gave;
Peoples had not is apparently confident that he
which shoots a stream of fire more
will stick with the "play for pay"
Must Register By July 13
in repeat, 'A Womanless Wedding.' T. 11. Hayes, jr., prominent mor- up to 510.000 by the Federal Sayseen
these
relatives
in quite some
than 100 feet was demonstratteam.
To Vote August 2
time.
The wedding took place at the tician: George A. Stevens, out- ings and Loan Corporation. Three
• Mrs. Alice Pinkston Flemming !
standing business man: W. E'. Na- :percent interest will be paid on
Flamingo Room recently.
has recently returned from the An- Find Gold In France
Those present were Barbara Wil- bors. well-known housing manag-; money deposited.
nual Christian Conference as a
kins, Charles Bibbs, Doris Green,,cr. and George W. Lee, insurance
Other citizens who are interLIMOGES. France — (INS) —
Maxine McCain, Estee Coleman, I executive.
MINNEAPOLls — (INS) —A delegate representing the women
ested in obtaining shares and beGold
has reportedly been discovRosie Ingram Johnie Terry, J. C. AID FOR HOMES
coming depositors are invited to German Luger pistol he Placed of the church organization of'the
France and it may be the
McGraw, Tequila Lott, Thomas 1 The advisory board members in- contact any of the officers or char- in his mouth to impress two Forrest City Presbyterian church, ered in
friends went off, killing Michael USA. Mrs. Flemming states that richest vein in Europe.
Cox, Faye Gardner, Maxine Par- elude Rev. S. A. Owen, Rev. C. ter members.
ker, Nuddye Fisher, Ralph and W. Williams. L. 11. Boyce and A. Offices will he located in a build- Loth, 18, of Minneapolis Sunday. the conference aim was "LeaderLumber cut in the United States
Walter Bailey, Annie Davis, Syd- Maceo Walker.
Loth took the 9 mm Luger ship Training For Christian Feliing at 590 Vance ave. which
In the past 140 years if stacked
ney Brooks. Josie Baldridge, Dor-' A community project, the or- 'should he completed by Sept. 1. which he kept hidden from his lowship and For Better Underinto one pile would make a cube
parents, and placing the bar- standing."
othy Stiles, Fred Brown, Eddie
exactly one mile in each of ail
rel in his mouth, reportedly told NEW PASTOR
Campbell, Archie Bankston, Bevthree dimensions, staticians eshis friends "Look at this." Then
erly Coleman. Richard Lacey and
The Rev. and Mrs. H. Scott of timate.
he pulled the trigger.
many others. The event was the
Bearden arrived in Forrest City
most to say the least.
Loth's parents were away where the Rev. Scott has been
Must Register By July 13
JULY
DOUGLASS SENIOR
from the home at the time.
assigned to pastor St. Luke AME
To Vote August 2
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLORED WOMEN, July 28WINS CONTEST
Aug.
3,
Miami,
Fla.
Claudia Marie Ivy, 17 year old
senior at Douglass High won the
AMERICAN TEACHERS ASSOCIATION. July 28-31, Atlanta, Ga.
title of Miss 1070 last Tuesday
FRONTIERS OF AMERICA. INC., July 26-28, Columbus, Ohio
night, July 3 at Martin Stadium.
NATIONAL BAPTIST DEACONS CONVENTION OF AMERICA,
Claudia won out over 22 contestJuly 17-20, Charleston, S. C.
ants in the contest She will receive a $100 wardrobe. She will
AUGUST
also fly to Miami, Fla. After gradNATIONAL FUNERAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION, Aug. 6-9,
uation she plans to attend West
Cleveland, Ohio
Virginia State collego and major
in sociology. Congratulations to
NATIONAL DENTAL ASSOCIATION, Aug. 6-9, Hampton, Va.
Miss Claudia Marie Ivy.
NATIONAL BEAUTY CULTURISTS' LEAGUE, INC., Aug. 6.9,
DUKE IS HERE
Detroit, Mich.
William "Duke" Knox of the U.
S. Navy is home this week on a
CLUBS, Aug. 6-13, Washington, D. C.
4-11
leave. He is the son of William
Knox, of 2015 Keltner circle. Duke
ALPHA Pill ALPHA FRATERNITY, Aug. 7-11, Buffalo, N. Y.
is a former graduate of BTW to
IOTA PHI LAMBDA SORORITY, Aug. 11-16, Toledo, Ohio
his former trackmates of 54 and ,
55 he is known as the "galloping
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION, Aug. 13, Chicago
Ghost". He was a member of the
fabulous grid team of '54 and '55.
NATIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Aug. 11-13, New York City
Knox ran position of quarter
! and half back for the Washington
GRAND UNITED ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS, Aug. 12-17,
Warriors. Knox says "Out of all
Washington, D. C.
the schools I have seen there is
NATIONAL SUPREME COUNCIL, SCOTTISII RITE MASONS
no school as great as BOoker
AND AUXILIARIES, Aug. 1845, Chicago
Washington.
TEEN TOWN GOSSIP
NATIONAL REPUBLICAN CONVENTION, Aug. 20, San FranOdell Davis, are you singing
cisco, Calif.
"Why don't you write me darling?" to Crystal Strong so soon?
IBPOE OF W CONVENTION, Aug. 26-31, Los Angeles, Calif.
(Give her a chance)
Grant Ward and Leslie RonSEPTEMBER
som are singing "I'll be true to
NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE ANNUAL CONFERENCE, Sept.
you" to each other. The question
3-7, Cincinnati, Ohio
is do they mean it.
NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTION OF AMERICA, September,
James Harris, are you making
Richmond, Va.
any time with G. B.?
Willie Bowen, a villian in a '56
blue and white four-door hardtop
Mercury stole the treasure of love
ic under your nose, namely ErNEW YORK — Shaw Artists Archer, veepee and head of the
nice.
Stephen Bonne, did your heart Corp., founded by te late Billy one-nighter dept., steps up as gengo with Bobby Jeans on July 2? Shaw who died June 23 will con- eral manager and coordinator of
John Smith you must have found tinue operation under director of
something in the Mound or are widow, Lee Shaw and son, Milton.' all the departments. Jack Whitteyou just going to the shopping
Milton will succeed to the pres- more continues as head of the
center?
idency of the corporation, Jack location sector.
June Billops must be trying to
save Delores Brown 15 cents by
telling her everything that is put
in the Tti-State.
Mary Ann Thomas, are you still
trying to make a bit with Sinclair Alexander and William Kin! caide.
Ralph Bailey, why did you want
to take a bulldog out to Fullers
Park on the fourth?
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Seeks To Impress
Friends, Boy, 18,
Killed In Mishap

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS

Conventions—Where and When

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down

IF THE LITTLE WOMAN WANTS

Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week

TO LEARN TO DRIVE THE

We Finance These Ourselves

CAR -

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.

'—
.ght
run
out
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STAND IN HER WAY!

2586 POPLAR

BUT ADVISE HER AGAINST FIGHTING MEMPHIS'
HECTIC DOWNTOWN TRAFFIC AND SCROUNGING
FOR A PLACE TO PARK AFTER SHE GETS THERE!

Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557

BIG
FURNITURE
BARGAIN

MEMPHIS MOTORISTS WILL

BE SMART TO SAVE THEIR
CARS FOR THE SUMMER

WEEKENDS COMING UP

From

•

TOBIN FURNITURE CO.
1432 S. Bellevue
Phone WH.2-2928

Shaw Artists To Continue

RANCE —ALL THOSE MOTORING COSTS THAT ADD

UP TO 10 CENTS A MILE ON THE CITY'S JAM-PACK-

Bedroom OUTFIT

don't just ask for bourbon...

• A Brand New Window Fan
Everything for just $99.95

AS ADVERTISED ON

1480

WL

LET A SKILLED OPERATOR BATTLE TRAFFIC FOR

YOU — SAVE ON GASOLINE AND TIRES AND INSU-

HERE IT IS!--• Beautiful Ten Piece

ONE DOLLAR DOWN

- BETTER NOT

ED RUSH-HOUR STREETS.

askfor

So What? Lots Of
Guys See Them In
Shades Of Pink
PORTER, Ind. — (INS) —Residents of this Porter county town
at first thought the Republicans
were carrying things too far
when they awoke to see an elephant ambling down t h eir
streets.
But Marshal Richard Blakely
located the elephant's owner, a
nearby carnival, and a trainer
persuaded the huge beast to return to his quarters.

ourbon,,,Th
uxe

Ease That Squeeze
Go By Bus!
It's Smart

:Zoo

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY
'THE BOURBON DELUXE COMPANY,LOUISVILLE,
KENTUCKY.

86 Proof. Also Available. Bottled in Bond. 100 Proof.

THE MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.

Urges All Women To Take Pain ess Cancer Test

•
1

Clinics In
Convenient
Locations

Democratic Women Can
Win Trip To Confab

Stork Stops
0 .4
- Jima.

"

Sponsoring agencies of the Cancer Survey Project announced last
week their program for detecting cancer in women in the early
stages, and urged all women of Born At
John Gaston Hospital:
Helen Louise Norman, a daugh- Anzell Johnson, a son (twins) to
Memphis and Shelby County to JUNE 30, 1956
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Mr. and Mrs. Everett Johnson, of
see a doctor or to take advan172:: State.
Phyllis Ann Finley, a daughter, Norman, of 649 Hastings.
tage of one of the available clinWillie Lee Bonds, a son, to Mr.
'
to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Finley,
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
ics for a painless test which will
and Mrs. Herman Bonds, of 253 Sam Boyce, of 1193 Hollywood.
assure the great majority of wom- of 232 S. Vsrellington.
Beverly Jean Malone, a daugh- Winona.
Denise McClellan, a daughter,
en that they are free of uterine
Kenneth Ray Mosby, a son, to to Mr. and Mrs. Vernest McClelter,
Mr.
to
and
Mrs.
Riley
Macancer.
Mr. and Mrs. Odis Mosby, of 2147 lan, of 1970 Frisco.
According to officials of the pro- lone, of 732 Buntyn.
Stanley Knox, a son, to Mr. BRANCII RICKEY — Br anc h ROBERT B. SCILNERING, presiDeborah Machelle Jones, a Henriette rd.
ject, cancer is correctable if it is
Dianne Jackson, a daughter, to and Mrs. Steven Knox, of 888 N.
daughter,
to
Mr.
and
ClarMrs..
deteted and properly treated in
Rickey, head of the Pittsburgh PiMr. and Mrs. Jimmie Jackson, of Bellevue.
ence Jones, of 352 S. Fourth.
dent of Curtiss Candy company, of
its early stages.
684 Tate.
A
son,
Tharon
Davis.
to
a
Mr.
son
Mr.
to
and
and
Mrs.
Willie
rates and long recognized as the
It was pointed out that some
Harris, of 1027 N. Second.
Chicago, Ill., will be one of the
parts of the body are more apt Mrs. Thad Davis, of 805 Mare- JULY 5, 1956
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. I man responsible for the entry of
Edward Lee McDonald, jr., a
to develop cancer than others. Ac- chalneil.
principal speakers at the 50th ancording to officials, in women, A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie son. to 311r. and Mrs. Edward L. James Sanders of 984 Wicks.
Rosie Bell Shannon, a daughter, Negro ball players into major
McDonald, of 37 Wellington.
more cancers start in the uterus McKinley, of 743 Alicia.
niversary convention of Alpha phi
Phillis Lee Killebrew, a daugh- to Mr. and Mrs. James C. Shan- leagues, will deliver an address
and the breast than anywhere else. Deborah Callahan, a daughter,
non,
of
Richard
Mrs.
1147
and
Mr.
Thomat.
to
Callahan,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs Robert L.
"However, cancers in these areas
Steven Mark May, a son, to Mr. at the 50th anniversary convention Alpha Fraternity, Inc-, in Buffalo,
Killbrew, of 433 Lauderdale.
of the body are easier to cure than of 568 Brown Mall.
Mrs. Jackson May, of 626 E. of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity in
and
some other forms of cancer. Fre- Jerome Eddins, a son, to Mr.. Earl Allen Shannon, a son, to
August 6-11.
N.
Georgia.
Buffalo, N. Y., August 6-11,
M.
and
Eugene
Mrs.
Eddins,
and
of 3888
Mrs. Walter Shannon, of
quently when an internal cancer,
27,36 Enterprise.
such as cancer of the uterus, is Winchester.
in its earliest stages. it is painFelecia Denise Brown, a daugt=r—Vicki Carol Perry, a daughter.
less and can not be felt or seen. ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin' to Mr. and Mrs. Oliv Perry, of
1240 Capitol.
Doctors and scientists are trying Brown, of 1644 Sunset,
Linda Fay Arnold, a daughter,
to develop ways of finding canWynene Ervin, a daughter, to
cers when they are in this "silent" i Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ervin, of 390 to Mr. and' Mrs. John H. Arnold,
of 133 Munford.
stage. There are a number of : S. Lauderdale.
Paula Kay Hepdree, a daughmethods now for examining var- Hal Beard, a son, to Mr. and
ious organs of the body to see if Mrs. Earnest Beard, of 210 Hots ter. to Mr. and Mrs Bryant Hendree, of 31 Flynn.
cancer is present.
land
Yvonne Bryson, 3 daughter, to
STITCH IN TIME
Georgette White. a daughter, to
The Cancer Survey Project Is Mr. and Mrs. George White, of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Bryson, of
906 McDowell.
now offering a test designed to 491 Tulane rd.
Sherry Delois Johnson, a daughdetect early cancer of the uterus
Terry Jones, a son, to Mr. and
(womb). The purpose of this pro- Mrs. Willie Jones, ei 1456 Wash- ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Burlee Johnson. of 2040 .e'aulsberry.
gram is to reassure most women ington.
Charles Etta Smith, a daughter,
that they do not have this form JULY 1. 1956
of cancer and to save the lives of , Dora Louanne Winters, a daugh- to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith,
the ones who do have it, say the ter, to Mr. and Mrs. David Win- of 651 Wright
officials.
Linzetta Edwards. a daughter,
ters, of 1936 Kansas
It was pointed out that by means
Norvaleen Riley, a daughter, to to Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey Edwards,
of this five minute test, this one Mr. and Mrs. William C. Riley, of of 349 W. Person.
form of cancer can frequently be 227 Bakers Alley.
Bobbie Ray Henderson, a son,
detected when the chances of curVicki Lynn Jones. a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hendering it are best. Acordingly worn- to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jones, son, of 234 Eldridge.
en are urged by the sponsoring of 1492 Wabash.
JULY 6, 1956
agenies to help prevent a n d
Clara Mae Jones, a daughter, to
Steven McCracken, a son, to
help cure cancer of the womb Mr. and Mrs. Rochnster McCrac- Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones, of 949
by having a test matie which can ken, of 3466 Walford.
Mosby.
detect the disease in its early
Duey Jackson, a son. to Mr. A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
stages — even before there are and Mrs. Edward Jackson, of 919 James R. Mangum, of 359W. Dixany symptoms or signs of it.
on.
Porter.
The following clinics are availMichael Anthony Mitchell, a son
Helen Jean Brown, a daughter,
: able for your convenience: Gail- .I to Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Brown, of , to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Mitor, 42 N. Dunlap, Monday thru 4103 Benjestown.
chell, of 577 Brown Mall.
Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., and
Leon Reed, a son, to Mr. and, James Edward Holmes. a son, to
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12 noon. Mrs. Charles L. Reed of 1541 So. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Holmes, of
South Memphis — 1115 S. Third, Lauderdale.
504 St. Martin.
t Monday and Wednesday, 9 a.m. JULY 4, 1954
William Frazier, a son, to Mr.
} to 11:30 a.m. Wellington —451
Cevell Claudie Cooper, Jr.. a son, and Mrs. Willie Frazier, of 507
Linden ave., Monday and Frito Mr. and Mrs. Cevell C. Cooper, Tillman.
day, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. WednesSusie Ann Wilkins, a daughter,
of 1540 Geraldine.
'day, 12:3e p. m. to 3 p. m.
Patricia Yvonne Perkins, a to Mr. and Mrs. Hezekian WilkSponsoring agencies of the Can- daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie ins, of 767 Edith.
cer Survey Project are: 'T h e Perkins, of 170 S. Orleans.
June Ronelle Coburn. a daughMemphis and Shelby County Med- Charmagyne Annette Howard, a! ter. to Mr. and Mrs. James Coical Society, Memphis and Shelby daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lu-I burn, of 834 Walker ct.
County Health Dept, the Univer- cious Howard. of 93 Peach.
Mamie LaFrancie Fields, a
sity of Tennessee. the Bluff City
Millie Louise Daniel, a daughter, daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. James
Medical Society, the U. S. Public
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L. Dan- Fields, of 353 Silverage.
Health Service, and the Memphis
Ray Anthony Gailes, a son, to
iel. of 240 Racine.
and Shelby County Unit of the
Sammie J. McDaniel, jr., a son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Galles, of
American Cancer society.
to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie J. Mc- 3042 Mt. Olive.
Mandy Marie Morton, a daughDaniel, of 163 S. Third.
The firnt juvenile courts in the
Jeffrey Lynn Jones, a son, to ter, to Mr. and Mrs. John T.
U.S. were established in Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Jones, of 160 Morton, of 822 Polk.
as a separate unit in 1899. T h e Reno.
Michael Angelo Griffin. a son,
Idea had originated in Adelaide,
Barry Len Marr, a son, to Mr. to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Griffin, of
South Australia, about one year and Mrs. Osborn Marr, of 1170 2525 Winona,
before that.
Larry Taylor, a son, to Mr. and
Charlotte
Mrs. David Taylor, of 626 Walnut.
Morris Van Buren, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Buren, of
2510 Winona.
Trent L. Manning. a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Manning
of 1031 Tupelo.
Willie Wade Higginbottom, jr.,,
a son to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
W. Higginbottom of 238 W. Olive.
As Abe Scharff YMCA brought cabins are being made
available
Larry Branch. a son to Mr.
Its Day Camp to the fourth and for campers this summer,
Secrefinal week, staff members began tary Sv,ingler stated. Included and Mrs. Herman Branch, of 817
Elm
putting finishing touches to the in the schedule of
activities will
Shirley Ann Toliver a daughfirst of four established camps to be swimming, fishing,
hi kin g, ter, to Mr and Mrs Flenard Ton
be held at Fuller State Park, lo- campfire, woodcraft, softball
and iver, of 1724 State.
cated on Mitchell rd. about 10 movies.
Luther Bell, a son, Lewis Bell,
miles from Memphis.
Colorado B. Joh6son. owner of a son (twins) to Mr. and Mrs.
"The day camp on Friday. July
Johnson's Printery, of 220 Hernan- Robert Bell, of 564 Williams.
6, had covered a schedule of four do
at., is chairman of the Abe
Timothy James. a son, to Mr.
weeks, divided into two two-week
Scharff YMCAtarrrpina committee and Mrs. Junior James, of 944
periods, according to L. 0. SwingA veteran in camping, Mr. John- Kerr.
ler, executive secretary of Abe
son will devote much of his time JULY 3, 1956
Scharff YMCA Branch. -It has during
the next six weeks at all
Wilbur Lynn McClore, a son, to
been especially suited for parents
four camps to be conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Willie nIcClore, of
who had made no other arthe Abe
rangements for their children fol- Fuller Scharff YMCA Branch at 340 Hollowell.
State Park.
Mavis Lynn Nelson, a daughter,
lowing the immediate close of
to
Mr. and Mrs. Neib Nelson, of
The
three
other
camps
under
school," swingler added.
665 Tillman.
Small youngsters, between ages YMCA supervision will include: I
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
The Commercial Appeal Freshof six and 14, have had three
J. Lee. of 1577 Sunset.
Air
Camp
for
Boys
July
16-30,
a
great weeks of supervised fun and
Wesley Lee Harvey, a son, to
recreation at the YMCA D a y period of two weeks.
Camp Bonner - Lawrence for Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Harvey,
Camp which opened Monday June
of 949 Mt. Pisgah.
11. Activities, under direction of ,girls, July 23. thru Aug. 6. a period j JULY
2, 1956
;of
one
week.
Mrs. Ann L. Hall, hostess and
Johnny
Ray Macklin. a son, to,
The
Commercial Appeal Fresh.'
James Jones, assistant physical
Mr. and Mrs James Macklin, of
director, have included games, Air-Camp for Girls, Aug. 6-18, a 3404 Reynard.
craft, swimming, movies, picnics, period of two weeks.
- Benjamin Adams. a son, to Mr.
special tours, of interests and James Jones, Ann le, Hall, Hil- and Mrs. B. J. Adams, of 960
Baby
tiara. (Scout) Carnes and James
hikes.
I Row.
Rhodes
of
the
YMCA
staff
have
SPECIAL BUS
Zelma Ruth White, a daughter,
Rev. W. C. Ardrey, boys work been assigned for duties at all to Mr. and Mrs. 011ie D. White,
department secretary, conducts four of these camps.
of 50 W. Lucca.
devotional services every morning $15 FEE
Elaine Armstrong, a daughter,
for the youngsters in the gym- Secretary Swingler is urging 'to Mr. and Mrs. Jim Armstrong,
nasium of the YMCA and they both_boys and girls who plan or ' of 884 Willoughby.
then proceed to the campus of desire to attend these camps to
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. FrankS.. A. Owen Junior college for oth- make contact at once at A b e lin Seymour, of 303 Jackson.
er activities.
Scharff YMCA Branch for details.
Angevelle Johnson, a daughter,
Camp Bonner • Lawrence is The Bonner-Lawrence Camp for
scheduled to open at Fuller State boys carries a charge of $15 per
More than 22 million pieces of
Park Monday, July for a period boy and the same fee has been mail find
their way into the dead
of one week. Bos s whose ages set up for girls enrolling in the letter office in Washington
each
range between 9 and 13 are eligi- Bonner-Lawrence Camp for Girls. year.
More than one million letble to attend.
Both camps sponsored by the ters contain money, notes or
Campers will travel by special 1 Commercial Appeal for boys and checks.
bus, leaving from Abe Scharff Y. girls are without charge. CampM. C. A., 254 S. Lauderdale St.. ers are being nelected, however,
rr4,rrelEMOWT
Monday. July 9, at 830 a.m and carefully on the basis of their dire
Must Register By Juls 11
will return to Memphis Monday, need for financial aid, without
July 22. not later than 12 noon. which some worthy boy or girl
To Vote August 2
SPECIAL CABINS
would not otherwise be able to
XvIniono.,i.p...16.re
•w
Newly - construe... , screened ; attend camp.

Mrs. Katie Louchheim, Director Forum; and Mrs. Oscar Chapman,
of Women's Activities of the Dem- wife of the former Secretary of
ocratic National committee, an- the Interior.
nounced last week a contest for
Entries will be judged on conDemocratic women precinct work- tent, not literary style. Contestants
ers. The prize will be a ticket to receiving honorable mentions will
all sessions of the Democratic na- receive ceramic trophies.
tional convention in Chicago, Aug. Contestants should mail entries
13-17 and $200 in Convention ex- to: Katie Louchheim of Women's
pense money.
Activities, Democratic National
Any Democratic woman who has Committee, 1001 Connecticut ave.,
been a precinct worker in a re- Washington 6, D. C.
cent election is eligible to corn
pete by writing a letter between
500 and 1,000 words on the subject: "How We Win in Our Precinct."
Entries must be postmarked not ,
later than Friday, July 20, 1956,
and must be accompanied by the
Marks
name and address of the Democratic County Chairman of the
A. B. Harper, news agent for
contestant's county.
the Tri-State Defender, celebratTIIE JUDGES
ed his 33rd birthday on Wednese
Judges will be Mrs. India Ed- day, July 11. A veteran in the
wards, vice chairman of the Dem- field of newspapering, Harper is
ocratic National Committee; Mrs, well known here for his service
Albert Gore, chairman of the in circulation with various newsDemocratic Congressional Wives papers.

A. B. Harper
Birthday
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Boys To Attend YMCA
Camp Beginning July 9
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